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4
Recycling of Plastics

Preetha Balakrishnan and Meyyappallil Sadasivan Sreekala

4.1
Introduction

There has been concern about the environmental and health aspects of plastics
for many years. Starting in about 2000, there have been developments that
signaled the possibility of a major impact of plastics’ acceptability to the public.
These include emphasis on disposal and recycling and health concerns. Common
plastics such as PE (polyethylene), PP (polypropylene), PS (polystyrene), PVC
(poly(vinyl chloride)), and PC (polycarbonate) do not degrade by biological
means when discarded. Incineration has its opponents, partly because of
the production of air pollutants such as mercury, sulfur oxides, and dioxins.
Landfills are objectionable as a bad way to utilize space and due to possible
health effects of leachates. Plastics are used widely in many types of products.
The success of plastics and their growth in diverse applications have resulted
in environmental and health concerns, which have to be dealt with and their
growth reversed through banning of some plastics. Packaging accounts for 35%
of plastics use and is a major source of disposal and recycling problems. About
7% of household waste in the UK is plastics, of which 3% constitutes plastic
films. Much of that is not recycled and ends up in landfills or incinerators.
Materials have become an inevitable part of our consuming society, and it would
be hard to imagine a modern society today without plastics, which have found
many uses in fields as diverse as household appliances, packaging, construction,
medicine, electronics, and automotive and aerospace components. Plastics can
be classified as thermoplastics and thermosets. Examples of thermoplastics are
PE, poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), PP, PS, and
expanded polystyrene (EPS). Examples of thermosets are epoxide (EP), phenol-
formaldehyde (PF), and polyurethane (PUR). Thermoplastics can be shaped by
heating and will maintain their shape after cooling, whereas the melting point
of thermosets is high enough that they will burn before they melt, which makes
them hard to recycle [1]. The aforementioned plastics are derived from crude oil
through the distillation of naphtha. Some plastics may also be produced from
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natural gas by cracking it into ethylene. Additional monomeric chemicals are
added depending on the type of plastic produced [2]. Plastic recycling can be done
either by feedstock recycling or mechanical recycling. Feedstock recycling breaks
down the plastic monomers, which can then be used in refineries and chemical
production. Mechanical recycling includes shredding, cleaning, melting, or
granulation [1], and it produces quality products only when the materials are
devoid of contaminants, sorted into a single type of polymer, and sufficiently
segregated according to the color required for the end use. For example, when
containers are recycled into black plastics, sorting by color is not important.
Australia produces approximately 1 million tons of plastic resins annually. Of
this, 450 000 tons are discarded in landfill waste sites throughout the country, and
represents between 5% and 15% of the total weight of the landfill waste stream
[1]. Fifty million tons of plastic resins is produced per annum in the world, but
the total amount recycled is difficult to quantify. The high volume-to-weight
ratio of plastics means that on a volume basis, plastics represent between 10%
and 30% of waste going to landfill. The volume of plastics in landfill is difficult
to quantify since the degree of compaction has a definite impact on the figures
quoted in the literature. Targets have been set by various organizations to reduce
waste problems. At the end of this decade, the Commonwealth Environmental
Protection Agency (CEPA) wishes to reduce the total municipal solid waste
(MSW) by 50%; the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation
Council (ANZECC) aims to reduce packaging waste by 50% in a similar time;
and KEMCOR, the supplier of 90% of the high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
used for milk packaging in Australia, has set a target of reducing the amount of
HDPE sent to landfill by 50% [3]. This follows the worldwide trend of various
organizations that have set similar goals. Plastics recycling, as an industry, face a
number of hurdles before establishing itself as an effective means of reducing the
amount of plastic waste contributing to landfill and litter problems. Currently,
the level of recycling occurring in the household waste sector is not high enough
to provide an appreciable effect on the problem of plastic waste. Solid markets
for the recycled and reprocessed products are yet to be secured because of
economic, technological, and institutional barriers. How effective is recycling
plastic waste, and how effective can it be? This chapter attempts to address the
feasibility of plastics recycling, ways of recycling, and mechanism of recycling of
various plastic products.

Natural biofiber composites are emerging as a viable alternative to glass-fiber-
reinforced plastics, especially in automotive applications. Thermoplastic biocom-
posites, composed of PP, PE, PS, or biopolymers such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA)
and reinforced with natural fibers have especially attracted great attention dur-
ing the past few years. Such thermoplastic biocomposites, in contrast to those
made using a thermoset matrix, can be processed into different shapes and have
the potential to be mechanically recycled. Eureka, a European research and devel-
opment organization, announced the completion of a research project in 2007
to produce new recyclable compounds for consumer products and audio com-
ponents that involves the combination of natural fibers such as flax, wood, jute,
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and hemp with thermoplastics. The key measurement tool to assess a product’s
environmental impact is life-cycle assessment (LCA). Through LCA it is possi-
ble to account for all of the environmental impacts associated with a product,
covering all stages in a product’s life, from the extraction of resources to waste
disposal. However, using renewable feedstock does not guarantee that a plastic
will remain environmentally friendly over its entire life cycle. The sustainability
benefits of using renewable feedstock may not be sufficient if the material cannot
be recycled. To study the recyclability of the polymeric materials including bio-
plastics and their derivatives, it is a well-tried practice to simulate the mechanical
recycling by doing multiple extrusions and to find the durability or service life
by accelerated thermal and hydrothermal aging. These methods allow the assess-
ment of the effects of thermal, hydrothermal, and thermomechanical degradation
[4, 5].

Recycling plastics encompasses four phases of activity, namely collection, sepa-
ration, processing, and manufacturing and marketing. Because using clean, homo-
geneous resins alone can produce the highest quality recycled plastic products in
the existing secondary process (material recycling) and high-value chemical prod-
ucts in the existing tertiary process (feedstock recycling), an effective separation
of mixed plastics waste is necessary. Although several separation technologies,
including automatic sorting, gravity separation, and electrostatic separation, can
be applied to separate mixed plastics waste, they have their limitations. Froth flota-
tion is a major and efficient separation method in mineral processing engineering,
which could prove useful for mixed plastics separation as well.

4.2
Plastic Waste Management Scenario

Plastics have become an integral part of our lives. The amount of plastics con-
sumed annually has been growing steadily. Its low density, strength, user-friendly
design and fabrication capabilities, and low cost are the drivers of such growth.
Besides their wide use in packaging as well as automotive and industrial appli-
cations, they are extensively used in medical delivery systems, artificial implants
and other health care applications, water desalination, removal of bacteria, and
many others. Use of plastics in the preservation and distribution of food, housing,
and appliances are too many to mention here. Specially designed plastics have
been an integral part of the communication and electronics industry – be it in
the manufacturing of chips or printed circuit boards, or housings for computers.
Durable plastics, as opposed to most packaging and convenience goods which
are discarded after a single use, tend to have a life of 3 or more years. Automo-
biles, computers, household appliances, carpets, and fabrics fall into this category.
The use of plastics in durable applications continues to grow as design engineers,
manufacturers, and consumers continue to rely on its performance, low cost, and
design benefits. The recovery of plastics from such durable goods is complex.
Often, they are integrated with several other plastic and non-plastic components.
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Their separation, recovery, and purification require several steps and, generally,
the volumes of such materials available for recovery are limited. Nevertheless,
several efforts are under way exploring the recycling of such products after their
lifetime. Manufacturers of such products have committed to using recycled mate-
rials, wherever possible, as a part of their total material needs. Rigamonti et al. [6]
suggested a general approach in which plastic waste management scenarios were
defined by taking into account the peculiarity of these materials and some of the
most common practices in Europe. When compared to other packaging materials
(iron, aluminum, paper, etc.), what is commonly referred to as “plastic” is in fact
still a very heterogeneous fraction. As a consequence, an important sorting step
is required prior to recycling, which is aimed at the following:

Removing non-plastics fractions
Sorting by different polymers (PET, PE)
Sorting by different colors (PET only).

After sorting, the different plastic flows are sent to the recycling process, which
yields some further residues.

The short one-trip lifetime of plastic packaging makes it the major contributor
to the problem of plastic waste and litter, and consequently plastic packaging is
the focus of most household recycling efforts. However, when plastic packaging
is recycled, it is reprocessed into items other than for direct food contact applica-
tions due to stringent regulations. In effect, this means that an entirely new market
is created for this type of recycled and reprocessed plastic. Products currently pro-
cessed from recycled plastics include garbage bins, crates, piping, piping joints,
and structural items for timber and concrete alternatives (these products are not
necessarily made from recycled packaging).

Laws and regulations for recycling plastic waste have been enacted, and an effi-
cient collecting system has formed with the economic development of China.
There are many parks and residential areas in China acting as collection points for
waste plastics. The recycling of plastic wastes is becoming a new attractive field
in that it can save resources and protect the environment. The National Com-
mittee of Recycling and Utilization of Plastic Wastes was formed as early as 1992
in China. Its duty is to guide the recycling and utilization of waste plastics. The
technology for converting plastic wastes to oil can adapt itself to the model of
China. In China, further tasks are on to formulate the standards for process and
products of post-consumer recycled plastics and to adopt the more advanced
pyrolysis technologies for waste plastics, such as fixed-bed catalytic reactors or
fluidized-bed reactors, following to the experiences of developed countries such
as Germany and Japan [7–10]. In addition, the type of pyrolysis reactor must be
designed to suit mixed waste plastics and small-scale and middle-scale produc-
tion. Scientists should pay more attention to explore the recycling and pyrolysis
of waste PVC and the optimization of operational conditions of pyrolysis for waste
plastics.
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4.3
Ways of Recycling

There is growing concern about the recycling of plastics, as it generates severe
environmental and health hazards. As most of these plastics are good to use and
cheap, they face a major problem of disposal. There are mainly three types of recy-
cling: mechanical and chemical recycling and reuse. Suitable waste handling and
recycling methods are in the focus of our modern society. The main reason for
this is that the consumption and production of, for example, metals, plastics, and
so on, are increasing monotonously and wastes from them pose difficult ener-
getic and environmental problems. On the other hand, the growth of the gross
domestic product (GDP) and standard of living is unimaginable without the appli-
cation of these materials. Chemical and mechanical recycling of plastic wastes is
of growing importance. During chemical recycling, waste plastics are converted
into fuels or feedstock (gases, oils, and residue) for the petrochemical industry.
Information is abundant on the degradation of polymers that are widely used for
packaging and other domestic purposes (e.g., polyolefins, PS, PET, etc.). Yields and
characteristics of the fractions obtained by cracking can be considerably affected
by the structure of the raw materials and by the cracking parameters (e.g., tem-
perature, catalysts, etc.). Catalysts have some positive effect on degradation. The
yields of valuable lighter hydrocarbons are increased in the presence of catalysts
and, furthermore, products of better quality are obtained [11–23]. The commonly
used catalysts are acidic zeolites (silica–alumina, β-zeolite, Y-zeolite, mordenite,
clinoptilolite, etc.). The yields and structure of the products are mainly affected
by the characteristics of catalysts (e.g., Si/Al ratio, micro or macroporous surface
area, etc.) [24, 25]. The cracking behavior of C–C bonds and the probability of
β-scission are mainly determined by the acidity of the catalyst. Also, the greater
the pore size, the longer the main chain of the formed hydrocarbons. Landfill dom-
inates solid waste management in the United States, presently absorbing 62% (by
weight) of the MSW. However, it is estimated that many existing landfills will close
by 2005 either because of capacity limits or because of the failure to meet the
stringent environmental regulations. Public opposition has prevented large-scale
use of incineration to dispose of MSW largely because of potential health hazards.
Over the next 10 years, the amount of MSW will grow mainly because of increases
in population and material standards of living. With severe restrictions on landfill
and incineration, reduction of the volume of MSW has become an increasingly
important objective of solid waste management. This can be achieved through
source reduction and recycling. Source reduction activities include measures that
reduce material uses for the production of goods or packaging such as the follow-
ing:

1. Designing products or packages to reduce the quantity of materials or the
toxicity of the materials used, for example, concentrated laundry detergent;

2. Lengthening the life of products to postpone disposal and reducing the avail-
ability of single-use products like disposable diapers;

3. Reusing products or packages, for example, refillable containers.
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Recycling is a necessary component of solid-waste management for much of
the country, but it may not be viable for remote, sparsely populated areas where
landfill is cheap and abundant and wastes need not be transported over long dis-
tances. To facilitate recycling, manufacturers can take a number of actions to make
it technically easier and cheaper to recycle plastic, such as the following:

1. Redesign products and packaging to reduce the number of resins.
2. Identify parts made of different resins for easy disassembly and sorting.
3. Reduce the use of additives, adhesives, coatings, and labels which contaminate

or weaken recycled resins, or replace them with standardized ones that can
easily be separated from plastics.

Government action is needed to achieve a broader range of objectives affecting
consumers as well as the industry. These include policies to promote household
cooperation, which include the following:

1. Levy a fee based on the amount and type of solid waste collected.
2. Collect a deposit for items (as is being done for soda bottles, for example) of

packaging and some durable items like automobiles.

Other policies that can help provide greater certainty regarding the long-term
demand for recycled plastic include the following:

1. Taxes on packaging that cannot be recycled or on virgin materials to cover the
costs of disposal;

2. A procurement policy that requires, or is prepared to pay, a higher price for
recycled content;

3. Recycled-content requirements in the private sector, analogous to local gov-
ernment requirements that newspapers should contain a certain percentage
of recycled material.

4.3.1
Reuse

Plastics can be classified as thermoplastics or thermosets. The mainly used ther-
moplastics are PE, PET, PVC, PP, PS, and EPS. Examples of thermosets are EP,
PF, and PUR. Thermoplastics can be shaped by heating and will maintain their
shape after cooling, whereas the melting point of thermosets is high enough that
they will burn before they melt, which makes them hard to recycle [26]. The afore-
mentioned plastics are derived from crude oil through the distillation of naphtha.
Some plastics may also be produced from natural gas by cracking it into ethy-
lene. Additional monomeric chemicals are added, depending on the type of plastic
produced [2, 27]. Plastic recycling can be done either by feedstock recycling or
by mechanical recycling. Feedstock recycling breaks down the plastic monomers,
which can then be used in refineries and chemical production. Mechanical recy-
cling includes shredding, cleaning, melting, or granulation [26], and it produces
quality products only when the materials are free of contaminants, sorted into a
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single type of polymer, and sufficiently segregated according to the color required
for end use. For example, when containers are recycled into black plastic items,
sorting by color is not important. The most common examples of reuse are with
glass containers, where milk and drinks bottles are returned to be cleaned and
used again. Reuse is not widely practiced in relation to plastic packaging. Plastic
products in general tend to be discarded after their first use. However, there are
examples of reuse in the marketplace. For example, a number of detergent man-
ufacturers market refill sachets for bottled washing liquids and fabric softeners.
Consumers can refill and hence reuse their plastic bottles at home, but in all of
these cases the reusing of the plastic bottles and containers do not continue for
long time epically in the food applications.

4.3.2
Mechanical Recycling

This is also known as physical recycling. The plastic is ground down and then
reprocessed and compounded to produce a new component that may or may not
be meet its original use [28]. Vallim et al. [29] recycled HDPE waste by blend-
ing with virgin polyamide (PA6) using a twin-screw extruder. The characteriza-
tion of the prepared blend revealed that the mechanical properties and thermal
stability of the blend were improved by using PA6, which was attributed to the
decrease of the size of domains of the recycled HDPE. The recyclability of other
PP composites was also investigated by Bahlouli et al. [30], where the effect of
recycling on the properties of the PP-based composite (ethylene propylene diene
monomer (EPDM)/PP and talc/PP) using extrusion was examined. The rheologi-
cal, mechanical, and structural properties of the composites were determined and
compared after each extrusion cycle. The results showed that the melt viscosity
of the composites decreases with processing number in the same way as with
pure PP [31]; also, the mechanical properties of the composites decreased with
the number of processing cycles. All noted changes in the composites’ properties
were attributed to the changes in their structural properties during the processing
cycle. The obtained results from this work were useful for optimizing the recycling
process and for a better use of the recycled materials in components design.

4.3.3
Chemical Recycling

The polymer waste is turned back into its oil/hydrocarbon component in the cases
of polyolefins, and monomers in the case of polyesters and PAs, which can be used
either as raw materials for new polymer production and petrochemical industry or
into pure polymers using suitable chemical solvents [32]. Thermal cracking in the
presence of phenol as a solvent was also used for the chemical recycling process of
HDPE in a work reported by Vicente et al. [33], who investigated the effect of phe-
nol on the thermal cracking process. Their results showed that the main products
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in the cracking reaction were olefins, which are very important for the petrochem-
ical industry. Also, the presence of phenol as a solvent can promote the cracking
reaction due to its role in favoring random scissions and chain reactions, which
can explain the plastic conversions obtained as well as the yields and selectivity
of each hydrocarbon product. Achilias et al. [34] reported catalytic and noncat-
alytic pyrolysis of PS waste in a fixed-bed reactor using either a model polymer
or commercial waste products as the feedstock. It was found that the pyrolysis oil
fraction could be repolymerized again to produce virgin PS. However, aromatic
compounds included in this fraction may act as chain-transfer agents, resulting in
alterations in the shape of the reaction rate curve and lowering significantly the
average molecular weight and the glass transition temperature of the PS prepared
form the pyrolysis process.

4.4
Poly(Lactic Acid)

PLA is one of the most important biodegradable polyesters derived from renew-
able sources (mainly starch and sugar). Until the last few decades, the main
uses of PLA had been limited to biomedical and pharmaceutical applications
because of its high cost and low molecular weight. Because of the presence of
both a hydroxyl and carboxyl group in lactic acid, it can be converted directly
into polyesters via a poly condensation reaction. Considerable interest has
been generated in academic research associated with PLA and its copolymers
[35–38]. Duigou et al. [39] studied the effect of recycling on the mechanical
behavior of biocompostable flax/poly(L-lactide) composites, which were used as
an alternative to glass-fiber-reinforced petrochemical polymers. The composites
were fabricated using a single-screw extruder and then molded using an injection
molding machine. In order to investigate the recyclability of the material, the
fabricated composites were subjected to six injection cycles, and the effect of the
number of the injection cycle on the rheological, mechanical, and morphological
properties was determined. The results showed that the stiffness of PLA improved
after the addition of the fiber, but the stress at break and strain at break decreased
dramatically. Also, it was found that the stiffness of the composites was not
affected with the number of injections in spite of the molecular weight reduction
associated with the processing cycles, which was attributed to the increase in
crystallinity in the PLA phase after the processing cycles [40], whereas the stress
at break and strain at break decreased after the injection cycles.

Mechanical recycling as a favorable recycling method has been under consid-
eration for bioplastics such as PLA. For cradle-to-gate and cradle-to-grave LCAs,
Piemonte [41] showed, for both PLA and starch-based bioplastics and using four
different recycling methods, that compared with the mechanical recycling pro-
cess, the other methods, namely incineration, composting, and anaerobic diges-
tion, were clearly inferior from the environmental point of view. Although PLA is
biodegradable, which significantly reduces the negative environmental impact of
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PLA waste, the material recycling and investigation of changes in the properties of
PLA upon its multiple processing are important. The first reason for this is that the
generation of industrial waste is inevitable in various industrial processes where
an online grinding of the off cuts and blending with neat polymer is integrated
[42]; the second reason is the possibility to reuse the post-production (used) PLA
waste because it would be advisable to extend their service lives before finally dis-
carding them to bio-disposal facilities such as composting plants [43, 44]. Finally,
the low environmental impact of PLA would be compromised if the recycling of
industrial wastes cannot be achieved [42]. A study [42] on the reprocessing of PLA
(containing 92% L-lactide and 8% D-lactide) showed that only the tensile modulus
remains constant with thermomechanical cycles of up to seven injection mold-
ings. In contrast, stress and strain at break, modulus, hardness, and rheological
factors generally show decreased values. The viscosity of PLA decreases greatly
(from 3960 to 713 Pa s) after only one injection cycle. Zero viscosity (g0) of PLA
as a function of injection number is presented in Figure 4.1. The mechanical prop-
erties of the recycled PLA had become too poor for any industrial application of
the polymer.

This dramatic effect of repeated processing cycles was mainly attributed to the
degradation of PLA by chain scission during processing, leading to a significant
decrease in the molecular weight. To understand the degradation phenomena
in PLA, two stabilizers, namely quinone (PLA-Q) and tropolone (PLA-T), were
blended with PLA. Quinone was found to be an efficient stabilizer that traps
free radicals and maintains the PLA chain length at the processing temperatures.
This confirms that the main mechanism of the degradation of PLA is through
formation of free radicals and not by the hydrolysis caused by moisture [42].
A recent accelerated hygrothermal aging test using three-times reprocessed
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Figure 4.1 Zero viscosity of PLA as a function of injection number. (Pillin et al. [42]
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)
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and virgin PLA showed that the water diffusion rate decreased with increasing
number of reprocessing cycles and increased with higher hygrothermal aging
temperatures. The degradation was confirmed to be due to the chain scission
reactions promoted by temperature; however, in presence of water in the polymer
matrices, hydrolytic chain scission also occurred, which was especially noticeable
for reprocessed PLA and higher temperatures. The effects of hygrothermal aging
were particularly significant at higher temperatures and for PLA reprocessed
more than once [45]. It shows that poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) and the aliphatic
polyester (Mater-Bi TF01U/095R) can be mechanically recycled up to 5 and 10
times, respectively, with an acceptable loss in mechanical and thermal properties,
whereas the used starch-based waste (Mater-Bi YI014U/C) should be destined
to composting because its recyclability is very poor [46]. PLLA is semicrystalline
and shows high mechanical strength, whereas PLA (poly(D,L-lactic acid)) is
essentially amorphous, or has a low crystallinity, because of its intrinsic structure
[47]. In a study by Helfenbein [48], the processing equipment and the processing
parameters were modified to suit the processing of PLA sheets directly and
economically into recycled PLA pellets. These recycled PLA pellets, which can
be added in 20–50% blend with virgin PLA, not only reduced the material cost
but also helped to protect the environment by sending less waste into landfill.
Recently, a pilot project was started in PLA recycling by the yogurt maker
Stonyfield Farm, Londonderry, NH, which has begun working with Nature Works
on the mechanical recycling of PLA (Ingeo) trim scrap from its thermoform-
ing/filling/sealing packaging lines [49]. Tsuneizumi et al. [50] conducted chemical
recycling of PLA-based polymer blends PLA/PE and PLA/poly(butylene succi-
nate) (PLA/PBS). Two routes associated with the chemical recycling of PLA/PE
blend were employed:

Direct separation of PLA and PE first by their different solubilities in toluene,
followed by the chemical recycling of PLA using montmorillonite;

The selective degradation of PLA in the PLA/PE blend by montmorillonite in
a toluene solution at 100 ∘C forming the lactic acid (LA) oligomer with a small
molecular weight. The PE remained unchanged and was quantitatively recovered
by the reprecipitation method for material recycling (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2 Chemical recycling of PLA/PE and PLA/PBS.
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4.5
Poly(Vinyl Chloride)

The low cost and high performance of PVC products combined with the wide
range of properties that can be obtained from different formulations has con-
tributed to the widespread use of PVC in construction products. There is a long
time lag between PVC consumption and the accumulation of PVC waste due to the
long life of PVC products, which can be up to 50 years. It is obvious that all the PVC
that is being produced will become waste some day. Various studies have reported
the recycling of PVC and its systems since the beginning of the last decade.

For recycling PVC (from two-component mixed plastics such as PVC/PET,
PVC/PP, PVC/PE, or PVC/PS) mechanically, triboelastic technology was most
commonly used. Yarahmadi et al. reported mechanical recyclability of PVC sheets
used in building-floor applications [51]. The results has shown that PVC floorings
as plastic waste can be mechanically recycled without upgrading and without the
addition of new plasticizer. For investigating the effect of wood fiber content on
the recyclability, the recyclability of pure PVC and wood-fiber-reinforced PVC
were compared through its effect on the mechanical properties of both PVC
and the composites [52]. The results showed that the addition of the wood fiber
to PVC improves its recyclability where it was found that up to five processing
cycles, the composite properties remained stable. However, the flexural strength
increased, whereas the other mechanical properties remained almost constant
after 10 processing cycles, especially after 20 cycles. The small amount of PVC
that is used in packaging poses a number of problems: PVC containers appear to
be identical to bottles made from other resins, but even a small amount of PVC
can render a large batch of recycled material useless. In addition, the manufacture
of PVC products and their incineration are suspected of being highly polluting,
although the producers contest this claim. There are no packaging applications
presently using PVC that cannot be met by another resin. We assume in the
scenario that PVC in packaging will be replaced by other resins, namely HDPE,
LDPE, PP, and PET. This change will reduce PVC wastes and increase the demand
for recycling of these other resins.

During recent years, the world has been facing a waste crisis due to the gener-
ation of huge amounts of plastic wastes, including PVC, by industries and house-
holds. Moreover, considering that about half of PVC is in use in long-life products
and the lifespan of such PVC products is about 30–40 years, a significant increase
in PVC waste generation is also expected in the near future. It has been suggested
that material and/or chemical recycling of the PVC wastes may be a suitable solu-
tion to the problem of environmental pollution arising from landfilling or inciner-
ation of such MSWs. However, as was emphasized, a simple recycling to produce
a secondary material may not by itself solve the problems of disposing of PVC
wastes, which is due to the existence of many types of incompatible polymers in
a typical PVC waste stream. In fact, for a successful and economical recycling in
which a recyclate has an acceptable characteristic can be produced, the first step is
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to facilitate and improve the PVC separation methods. Therefore, the review also
is focused on the conventional and recent PVC separation methodologies.

4.6
Polyethylene

PEs are one of the most widely used plastics characterized by a density in the range
0.918–0.965 g cm−3 resulting in a range of toughness and flexibility. Their major
application is as packaging film, although their outstanding dielectric properties
mean that they are also widely used as an electrical insulator. Other applications
of PEs, including domestic ware, tubing, squeeze bottles, and cold water tanks, are
also well-known (Table 4.1).

Jin et al. studied the effect of mechanical recycling on the rheological and
thermal properties of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) [53]. LDPE samples were
subjected to extensive extrusion cycles up to 100 cycles. The results showed
that the complex viscosity of the samples at a low test frequency of 0.628 rad s−1

(Figure 4.3a) increased with increasing number of extrusion cycle, which was
attributed to the crosslinking reactions that took place throughout LDPE chains
during recycling process due to the presence of the reactive carbon radicals [54,
55]. The same tend was observed in the melt flow index (MFI) measurements,
where it was noted that the MFI of the material decreased as the number of
extrusion cycle increased (Figure 4.3b). The results of this work revealed that the
processability of LDPE is affected only after the 40th extrusion cycle. Also, the
results reported by Kartalis et al. [56] on the recycling of low-density polyethy-
lene/medium density polyethylene (LDPE/MDPE) blend revealed that even
after five successive extrusion cycles, the material shows significant processing
stability.

Table 4.1 Summary of the main products of LDPE/HDPE blend degradation at reaction
temperature of 360 ∘C over various catalysts.

Degradation results Catalyst type
USY (zeolitic
catalysts)

ZSM-5
(zeolitic
catalysts)

MOR (zeolitic
catalysts)

ASA (non-zeolitic
catalysts)

MCM-41
(non-zeolitic
catalysts)

Yield (wt% feed)
Gaseous 87.5 93.1 90.2 85.6 87.3
Liquid 3.7 3.3 4.3 4.7 5.6
Residue 8.8 3.6 5.5 9.7 7.1
Involatile residue 4.7 2.4 2.9 7.4 5.2
Coke 4.1 1.2 2.6 2.3 1.9
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Figure 4.3 (a) Complex viscosity and (b) MFI of LDPE after extrusion cycles. (Jin et al. [53]
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)

Puente et al. [57] studied the chemical recycling of LDPE using fluid catalytic
cracking (FCC) at 500 ∘C in the presence of various commercial catalysts. The pro-
cess was performed in a solution of LDPE using toluene as solvent. The results
showed that the FCC products were qualitatively similar in all the catalysts and
the contribution was centered mainly on the gasoline fraction, with high aromatic
content, although the production of gases was also important, with a high propor-
tion of valuable light olefins C3–C4. Isoparaffins C4–C5 were significant as well.
Hajekova and Bajus [58] studied the chemical recycling of LDPE and PP waste
using a two-step thermal cracking method; in the first step, the polymer waste
was decomposed individually in a batch reactor at 450 ∘C and was converted to
wax/oil products. In the second step, the wax/oil products were dissolved in heavy
naphtha to obtain steam-cracking feedstock. The selectivity and kinetics of co-
pyrolysis for 10 mass% solutions of wax/oil from LDPE or PP with naphtha in the
temperature range 740–820 ∘C at residence times of 0.09–0.54 s using industrial
ethylene units were studied. The results showed that it was possible to perform the
recycling of polyalkenes via the co-pyrolysis of polyalkene oils and waxes with con-
ventional liquid steam cracking feedstock on already existing industrial ethylene
units.

Achilias et al. [59] studied the chemical recycling of PEs (LDPE and HDPE) and
PP obtained from various applications including packaging film, bags, pipes, and
food-retail outlets using two techniques:

Dissolution/reprecipitation using different solvents and nonsolvents;
Catalytic pyrolysis using FCC method.

In the first technique, the polymers were dissolved in xylene and reprecipitated
using n-hexane, and the pure polymers were then dried. In the second one, the
polymers were thermally cracked in the presence of an FCC catalyst. The pure
polymers obtained from the first technique were mechanically tested and com-
pared with those of the waste, whereas the products of the second technique were
characterized using spectroscopic methods (Figure 4.4).

Waste polymer could be converted into lighter fractions at 430 ∘C during 45 min
with yields of 40–50% depending on the catalysts. HZSM-5 increased the yields
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Figure 4.4 Role of phenol in the thermal cracking of HDPE. (Vicente et al. [33] Reproduced
with permission of Elsevier.)

of both gaseous (C1–C4) and liquid (C5–C23) products, while FCC and clinop-
tilolite catalysts increased the yield of liquid. With catalysts of 2%, the structure
of the products were significantly modified, because the hydrocarbons got rather
branched and the position of olefinic double bonds also changed in case of ther-
mocatalytic cracking. The degradation of HDPE was well followed via the decrease
of the average molecular weight of heavier residue fractions (C24+). Liquid hydro-
carbons and residues are of low sulfur and nitrogen content from additives of raw
material; therefore they may be favorable for energy production or for raw materi-
als of the petrochemical industry. Film, mainly HDPE and LDPE, accounts for the
largest use of plastic and have been identified as the next major source of feedstock
for recycling [60]. The source for recycled film is likely to be limited to commercial
and institutional sectors, such as dry-cleaning bags, shrink wrap, and merchandise
bags, rather than household film, which is often contaminated by food and other
materials.

4.7
Polypropylene

Bourmaud et al. studied [30, 61] the effect of recycling on the rigidity of PP/vegetal
fiber composites prepared by the extrusion process. The results showed that the
rigidity of the composites nearly remained constant after the processing cycles
due to the good stabilization of the fibers’ aspect ratio after recycling. Rheologi-
cal, mechanical, and structural properties of the composites were determined and
compared after each extrusion cycle. The results showed that the melt viscosity of
the composites decreased with the processing number in the same way as for pure
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PP [31]; also the mechanical properties of the composites decreased with the pro-
cessing number. All noted changes in the composites’ properties were attributed
to the changes in the structural properties of the composites during the processing
cycle. The obtained results from this work were useful for optimizing the recycling
process and for a better use of the recycled materials in components design [62].

4.8
Polystyrene

Brennan et al. [63] studied the effect of recycling on the properties of acryloni-
trile/butadiene/styrene (ABS), high-impact polystyrene (HIPS), and the blend of
ABS waste and HIPS waste. Mechanical and thermal properties of the virgin and
recycled polymers (ABS and HIPS) were determined and compared. The results
showed that in the two cases (ABS and HIPS) the effect of recycling on the tensile
strength and tensile modulus of the blend, which had a small portion of one of the
two components (ABS or HIPS), was negligible but the strains at break and impact
strength of the blend reduced considerably compared to virgin and pure compo-
nents (ABS and HIPS). These results revealed that the blending of small amounts
of ABS or HIPS could result in improving the tensile strength and modulus of
the blend after recycling. Elmaghor et al. [64] used poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate)
and poly(styrene-b-ethylene/butylenes-b-styrene) as compatibilizers for a ternary
blend prepared from waste polymers including PS, HDPE, and PVC using a single-
screw extruder. For improving in the compatibility between the components of the
prepared blend further, the extrudates were subjected to γ-irradiation. The results
showed that both the compatibilizers and irradiation improved the mechanical
properties of the blend, where impact strength and ductility of the blend were
sharply enhanced and the tensile strength showed only moderate improvement.
The chemical recycling of PS waste was reported first in the work of Lee et al. [11]
by using clinoptilolites as catalysts; they found that clinoptilolites possess a good
catalytic activity for the degradation of PS with very high selectivity to aromatic
liquids. Arandes et al. [65] studied the thermal cracking of PS and polystyrene-
butadiene (PSB) dissolved in light cycle oil (LCO) in the presence of mesoporous
silica as a catalyst. The cracking of the PS/LCO blend produced high yields of
styrene, whereas the cracking of the PSB/LCO blend resulted in a stream of prod-
ucts of petrochemical interest.

4.9
Poly(Ethylene Terephthalate) (PET)

PET is a semicrystalline thermoplastic polyester widely used in the manufacture
of apparel fibers, disposable soft-drink bottles, photographic films, and so on. It
has been in use largely in the production of textile fibers since the mid-1940s.
The world production of PET in 2002 was 26 million tons, which was expected to
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rise to 55 million ton ins 2010 [66]. In 1980s, PET also began to be used popu-
larly for the production of disposable soft-drink bottles with a high growth rate
[67]. Although the nontoxicity, durability, and crystal clear transparency are the
major advantages of PET, its nonbiodegradability is a serious cause of concern
to the environmentalists. PET accounts for more than 8% by weight and 12% by
volume of the world’s solid waste [68]. Since landfilling of such nonbiodegrad-
able waste has severe limitations, chemical recycling is the best choice. The major
sources of PET fiber waste generation are the manufacturing waste and the post-
consumer waste. One of the chemical recycling techniques comprises of glycolytic
depolymerization of PET waste, conventionally carried out in boiling ethylene gly-
col (EG) under atmospheric pressure using metal acetate catalyst to obtain the
virtual monomer bis(2-hydroxyethylene terephthalate) (BHET) [69–72]. PET has
been used extensively in blow-molding applications to produce bottles. The blow-
molding process starts with the injection of PET into a cold mold to produce
an amorphous preform. With single-stage injection blow molding, the preform
is transferred directly to an air-blowing unit where the preform is stretched and
blown into a bottle mold. In two-stage injection blow molding, the preform is
reheated to around 10 ∘C above Tg and then blown into a bottle mold in a different
air blowing unit (Figure 4.5).

Navarro et al. [73] prepared a blend of virgin HDPE and PET waste using the
extrusion process in an effort to improve the performance of PET waste. The pre-
pared blend, in different ratios, was injected to obtain test samples for mechanical
characterization. Thermal and rheological properties of the prepared blends were
also evaluated. It was found that the presence of HDPE in the blend reduced the
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melt viscosity of the blend, indicating good flowability compared to PET waste
(Figure 4.6). However, incompatibility between HDPE and PET in the blend was
detected at a content of HDPE higher than 5%, resulting in poor mechanical prop-
erties compared to PET. The results of this work also indicated that it would be
possible to modify PET waste using a small amount of virgin HDPE (<5%). The
using of PET waste in the preparation of polymer systems was also reported by
Shi et al. [75]; in their work, a blend of PE waste and ABS was made, and for
reducing the interfacial tensions between PET and ABS in the blend, SiO2 was
incorporated. The results of this study showed that the mechanical properties of
composites improved with increasing SiO2 content.

For chemical recycling of PET waste, microwave irradiation in the presence of
EG and zinc acetate as catalysts was used [76]. The yield of the main product
(BHET) was nearly same as that obtained by conventional electric heating. How-
ever, the time taken for completion of reaction was reduced drastically from 8 h
to 35 min, leading to substantial saving in energy. Shukla et al. [72] used EG and
sodium sulfate for the chemical recycling of PET waste. The BHET obtained as
the main product of the reaction was used to hydrophobically disperse dyes for
synthetic textiles. Fonseca et al. [74, 77] investigated the effect of various metal
salts (zinc acetate, sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, sodium sulfate, and
potassium sulfate) as depolymerization catalysts in the presence EG at different
temperatures for PET recycling, as shown in Figure 4.7.

Also in another work by Achilias et al. [79], PET waste was depolymerized in the
presence of ethanolamine (aminolytic) under microwave irradiation to enhance
the waste degradation. The main product of the reaction was bis(2-hydroxyethyl)
terephthalamide (BHETA). The results showed that the complete degradation of
PET waste occurred at temperatures higher than 260 ∘C. By comparing with the
previous work reported using of diethylene glycol [80], it could be said that the
presence of diethylene glycol caused in complete degradation of PET at a lower
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temperature compared to when using ethanolamine. PP packaging is being recy-
cled into textiles, low-value items like fiberfills, and high-value outdoor specialty
clothing. Large volume, high-value textiles also use recycled PET [60]. We assume
that textiles will use recycled materials for 5% of their plastic requirements.

The recycling dataset used for PET recycling is based on a process from
the Ecoinvent database for the primary production and on literature data for
secondary production. The primary production is the process of Ecoinvent
database: “Polyethylene terephthalate, granulate, amorphous, at plant/RER,”
which describes the primary production of amorphous PET.

The polymerization of virgin PET starts from the monomers EG and tereph-
thalic acid or terephthalic acid methyl ester. In the first step, the monomers react
to form a so-called PET pre-polymer. The viscosity of this pre-polymer, however,
is too low for packaging, fibers, or any other application. Therefore, the viscos-
ity of the PET polymer has to be increased by a further condensation reaction of
the PET material in the melt phase at temperatures up to 280 ∘C. The reaction
product of the esterification (water or methanol) and excessive monomer (EG)
are removed under vacuum. At the end of the polymerization reaction, the melt
is extruded into PET pellets. The viscosity of these pellets is still too low for PET
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packaging applications. Therefore, a further condensation reaction follows, which
is typically done in a solid-state post-condensation (SSP) reaction. The end prod-
uct of this reaction is crystalline pellets. On the other hand, due to the reversible
character of the trans-esterification reaction, polyesters can be degraded during
processing, for example, extrusion, bottle manufacturing, or recycling, especially
in the presence of moisture. During this degradation, the polymer backbone is
partly broken, and residual polymer chains with shorter chain length are gener-
ated. In principle, manufacturing in the presence of moisture (or alcohols) will
lead to a decrease in the chain length and therefore in a decrease of the viscos-
ity of the polymer. Because moisture cannot be completely excluded during PET
processing, the hydrolysis reaction occurs during processing and recycling in any
case. For bottle-to-bottle recycling, it is important that the viscosity of the PET
polymer is not decreased too much; otherwise it is not possible to introduce the
recyclate into the PET packaging market. Therefore, special recycling steps based
on high-temperature and vacuum treatments have been introduced in order to
increase the viscosity of the recyclate. On the other hand, such a degradation reac-
tion (hydrolysis, glycolysis) can be also used for PET recycling.

The PET recycling processes based on pellets use as main decontamination
process the last step of the PET virgin processes, the SSP. As input material, con-
ventionally recycled PET flakes are used. In one of the first steps of the super-
clean process, the washed PET flakes were re-extruded to pellets. The pellets were
subsequently further deep-cleansed using the SSP technology. A scheme of PET
super-clean recycling processes based on pellets is shown in Figure 4.7. The SSP
reaction is carried out either in batch or continuous-working production lines.
The process parameters, for example, residence time, temperature, vacuum, or
inert gas stream, are very similar in both cases. Typically, the residence time in
solid-state reactions is between 6 h and up to about 20 h, depending on the applied
temperature and the desired increase in viscosity of the PET material. The temper-
atures are in the range of about 180 and 220 ∘C. The fact that the recycling facilities
for the super-clean recycling are very similar to those of virgin processes, so that
the same equipment could be used in both processes, was most probably one rea-
son why the super-clean processes, based on pellets with the first mechanical or
“secondary” recycling processes, entered the market.

But there are also some critical points. Because of the light weight of the
PET bottles, the yield of PET flakes from the collected bottle fraction is small,
because of the added weight of caps and labels. This gives economic pressure to
the recycling companies. In addition, additives like the acetaldehyde scavenging
substance anthranilamide or other functional additives like oxygen scavengers,
which are also more and more introduced into PET bottles, might have a negative
influence on the optical properties of the PET recyclates. These additives might
result in a partial degradation during recycling, and the clear PET bottle flakes will
become slight ly brownish. So the concentration of additives should be kept low.
This example shows that for successful PET bottle-to-bottle recycling, all partners
in the value-added chain have to be in close contact: the additives manufacturers,
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the PET virgin polymer suppliers, the preform and bottle manufacturers, the
filling companies, as well as the recycling companies.

4.10
Applications

New composite materials have been produced from recycled five-layered PA-PE
film, recycled PE, and fillers in form of fly ash (FA) with a particle size up to
41 μm. Based on the tested characteristics of those materials, the potential uses
of the new materials for specific technical products were determined. So far, for
the production of technical devices, virgin materials are regularly used. Recycled
materials have shown similar characteristics as those of the original materials
and meet the requirements to ensure trouble-free operation of the devices.
Modification of recycled materials with FA increases the thermal resistance of the
composite, which has a beneficial effect on the tribological and wear properties
in long-term exploitation in the form of increased load and improved processing
properties of the material (decreased shrinkage after injection molding). With
loads up to 0.45 MPa in the range of a working temperature of up to 40 ∘C, the
composites show a coefficient of friction of 0.26 (for PA 0.33). The filler content
in the composite is significant [81]. PE has a relatively long time for the electric
charge on the surface to decay. The phenomenon of contact electrification and its
effects are described in the literature [82, 83]. Due to the static charge followed by
the uncontrolled discharge (spark rise) and ignition, explosion of gas, fuel vapors,
flammable chemicals, and steaming, and so on, may occur for PE products
working in a hazardous environment. Therefore, it is necessary to discharge the
charges from the surface and to obtain low voltage. Such opportunities were
obtained for PA-PE recyclates and composites based on these recycled materials.
The composites modified with PE have good tribological properties and may be
a substitute for similar composites made from original materials. Particularly, the
electrical properties of these materials are preferred, especially the resistance to
low-power electric arc and tribological charge. The modification of composites
with PE improves their electrical resistance. Modification with FA can ensure
the dimensional stability of products, which is important especially for precision
products. These composites may be processed with the methods used for ther-
moplastic materials (injection, extrusion, and pressing). The use of multilayer film
waste reduces pollution and saves virgin materials because they can successfully
replace them in technical articles. With increasing use of these materials, any use
of waste has an ecological and economic importance [81]. Manufacturers have
developed new recycling technologies since the implementation of the recycling
law. Because of the limited number of appliances covered, manufacturers have
developed appliance-based recycling processes. Processing lines are specially
designed for each type of appliance.

Manufacturers, recycling plants, and academic researchers have implemented
LCA to reduce the environmental impacts of home electrical appliances through
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their life cycles. Plant-level [84, 85] and national-level [86] impact analysis of car-
bon dioxide emissions suggest that material recycling of plastics from home elec-
trical appliances is the best option for recycling in terms of reducing greenhouse
gas (GHG) emission. Thus, manufacturers have aimed to develop material recy-
cling technologies for plastics.
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2
Common Additives used in Recycling of Polymers

2.1
Review on Different Additives Used in Polymer Recycling
Sivasankarapillai Vishnu Sankar and Sivasankarapillai Anil Kumar

2.1.1
Introduction

Polymer recycling is a process involving both environmental and economic issues.
The choice of the recycling technique is influenced by factors such as the purity of
the polymer stream, chemical composition, and the nature of additives present in
the polymeric material. During the past two decades, polymer recycling methods
have attracted considerable interest because they open a way to reduce environ-
mental issues caused by the accumulation of polymer waste generated from day-
to-day use of polymer materials. The various methods include reuse, mechanical
recycling, and chemical recycling. Even though various strategies are available for
the recycling of polymer materials, still there remain certain problems during the
post-consumer recycling stage. These problems are due to the degradation of poly-
mers during the processing steps and to the incompatibility of different polymer
types. Additives can be used for reducing these problems in the recycling stage
and to increase the properties of the recycled products. The primary goal of this
chapter is to give an overview of the different types of additives used in polymer
(plastic) recycling.

2.1.1.1
Challenges in Recycling – Need for Additives

An increase in the use of plastics has led to a corresponding increase in the amount
of plastic waste, which plays a major role in environmental pollution. This has
resulted in great interest in the recycling of polymer waste generated from our
daily lives. With advances in polymer technology, the processing of plastic mix-
tures for recycling has been attempted with some success, but poor mechanical
properties of the secondary materials and uncertain economic value limit their
versatile reuse [1–14].

Recycling of Polymers: Methods, Characterization and Applications, First Edition. Edited by Raju Francis.
© 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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For homogeneous polymeric materials, two main methods can be adopted to
reduce the negative effects during the recycling process [15]:

1. Restabilization avoids or retards the degradation process undergone by
polymers.

2. Addition of fillers and modifiers improves the performance of thermoplastic
polymers without increasing the final cost of secondary material.

The major challenge in the recycling of homogeneous polymers is only related
to the degradation phenomena that take place during recycling [16]. These phe-
nomena are generally much more dramatic than in virgin polymers since the oxy-
genated groups, formed during the processing or during the lifecycle, remarkably
accelerate the degradation of plastic materials. This causes serious deterioration
of the end properties of the secondary materials [15].

For heterogeneous polymers, the major problem associated with the recycling
process is its heterogeneous composition due to the presence of polymers hav-
ing different chemical structures; so compatibilization is a necessary step in the
recycling process. Incompatibility gives rise to blends with poor properties, in
some cases worse than those of the virgin polymers [16]. Thus, additives such as
compatibilizers can be used to obtain secondary materials with acceptable prop-
erties. Therefore, it is clear that additives play a crucial role in the recycling and
processing of polymer materials.

2.1.1.2
Equipment for Additive Processing

There are a few vital pieces of equipment and machinery that are essential for
additive processing. The most effective of these for the incorporation and han-
dling of additives into polymer networks are volumetric or gravimetric feeders and
blenders. Volumetric devices measure the volume that passes through a metering
disk, while gravimetric devices measure and control the weight of additives dis-
pensed over a given time interval. Gravimetric type equipments are better when
two or more additives are being dispensed at either the machine throat or in a
blending system. The blending system can be a dosing or mixing unit, which func-
tions by dividing the main component under consideration into different streams
of material such that the streams can combine with the additives at the feed inlet,
which helps produce a homogeneous mixture. Another important class of equip-
ment is “Level sensors,” which can measure insufficient additive material in order
to prevent unnecessary downtime.

2.1.2
Different Types of Additives

Polymer additives are materials that are added to polymers in the processing stage
in order to improve or change the visual, process, environmental resistance, or
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degradation properties, thereby enhancing their overall performance and applica-
tion potential. The discovery and research in the field of natural polymer materials
has created a need for additives to modify their intrinsic properties so that the
polymers have improved characteristics to allow for a wider variety of uses. Today,
both natural and synthetic polymers depend on additives during processing. To
create new blends, additives and polymer resins are mixed to produce improved
materials. Standard mixtures are produced that can be further modified by adding
various additives, which can develop a variety of chosen materials with different
application potentials to meet individual processing needs.

The term additive means all substances, inorganic and organic, that can alter
one or more properties of polymers [15]. Additives are essential components of
plastic materials, providing maintenance and modification of the polymer’s prop-
erties, performance, and long-term use. The main purpose of adding these com-
pounds in the recycling stage is to prevent unwanted degradation phenomena
during the recycling process and to improve the properties of the secondary mate-
rials generated in the recycling stage. The additives in plastics recycling play the
same role as in their manufacturing process [15].

Additives can be categorized based on their primary objectives, which are to

• Add bulk or volume while controlling properties and costs of production
• Modify the intrinsic chemical or physical properties of the polymer material
• Reinforce the mechanical properties of the polymer, thereby increasing its

impact strength.

Additive materials differ from fillers and reinforcements in following aspects:

• Fillers are added mainly to reduce cost and may or may not serve any other
objectives

• Reinforcements are added to increase the structural and mechanical properties
of polymers (e.g., fibers and flakes).

The role of additives on the recycling process can be summarized as follows:

• They prevent the thermomechanical degradation of materials occurring during
recycling operations.

• They improve the properties of the secondary materials.
• They make heterogeneous polymers compatible.

The most important classes of polymer additives and their function can be listed
as follows [15]:

• Antioxidants and stabilizers delay the degradative processes of polymers.
• Mineral fillers can decrease the cost and enhance the properties of the polymer.
• Impact modifiers increase, in particular, the impact strength.
• Compatibilizers improve the compatibility between incompatible polymeric

materials.

In addition to these, there are various other additives such as lubricants, color-
ing agents, and so on.
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Figure 2.1.2 Consumption of plastics, light stabilizers, and antioxidants since 1950.
(Pfaendner [17] Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.)

Increase in the use of plastics leads to an increase in the growth of additives and
their consumption (Figures 2.1.1 and 2.1.2) [17].

The most commonly used additives in polymer recycling and processing meth-
ods can be classified as follows:

2.1.2.1
Stabilizing Agents

The role of stabilizing agents during polymer processing or recycling is to prevent
radiation-induced and thermal degradation affecting the polymer product quality
over time. The efficacy of stabilizers appears to decay with lifetime. Restabiliza-
tion of the material is one of the key steps in polymer recycling by compounding
recycled plastics with a fresh reagent. In addition to extending the polymer prod-
uct lifetime, stabilizing agents also help in protecting virgin plastics and recycled
materials from the inevitable degradation that occurs during the relatively short-
lived and severe conditions that are associated with polymer processing opera-
tions [18].
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For example, thermal stabilizers are employed to maintain the stability of the
polymer up to the processing temperature, and ultraviolet (UV) absorbers and
radical traps are incorporated to withstand photodegradation of the polymer. The
nature of the stabilizing agent will depend on the nature of the polymer system into
which it has to be incorporated. For example, polymeric phenolic phosphites rep-
resent a new family of polypropylene (PP) stabilizers acting through their phenolic
group as free-radical scavengers and through their phosphite group as hydroper-
oxide decomposers.

2.1.2.1.1 Thermal Stabilization

A combination of heat and oxygen will cause oxidation of the polymer, resulting
in degradation. The mechanism is the formation of free radicals, which are highly
reactive chemical species. This reaction can be visually observed, as the products
tend to show discoloration to yellow or brown. Additives called antioxidants can
be used to arrest this mechanism. The chemicals most commonly employed for
this purpose are hindered phenols, which act as peroxide radical decomposers.

Other additives are also employed apart from hindered phenols for these
purposes. Additives called phosphites combined with hindered phenols have a
synergetic effect. This combination is especially effective for polyolefins. The
well-known example of the use of additives to prevent thermal degradation is
the thermal stabilization of polyvinylchloride (PVC). The free radicals produced
in this case are chlorine, leading to the formation of hydrochloric acid. The
stabilizers must be able to stop these reactions, which can lead to acid corrosion
of the processing equipment.

2.1.2.1.2 Photostabilization

Light, especially in the UV range, can induce photoxidation, which results in the
degradation and cleavage of the polymer chains. To prevent this effect, three
classes of additives are employed. They are usually called UV absorbers, quenchers
(scavengers), and radical traps.

UV Absorbers These are among the oldest light stabilizers and work by absorbing
the harmful UV radiation and converting it to heat energy. By absorbing these rays,
they protect the vulnerable polymer chains. Examples of additives of this class are
benzophenones and benzotriazoles.

For example, hydroxybenzophenone and hydroxyphenylbenzotriazole are
effective UV stabilizers that can be conveniently used for applications requiring
neutrality or transparency. Hydroxyphenylbenzotriazole is not very useful when
employed in thin parts, below about 100 μm. Other UV absorbers include
oxanilides for polyamides, benzophenones for PVC, and benzotriazoles and
hydroxyphenyltriazines for polycarbonates.

Quenchers Quenchers contain chromophore groups (light-absorbing species)
that can absorb energy and convert it into less harmful forms. Nickel compounds
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are the most commercially available quenchers and these are used in applications
such as agricultural film production.

Radical Traps One of the major effects of light on a polymer material is the
formation of radicals in the polymer system. Radicals are highly unstable reactive
species and can cause rapid degradation of the polymer material. To prevent
further damage to the plastic, these can be “scavenged” using radical traps.
The most important radical traps are known as hindered amine light stabilizers
(HALSs). It should be noted, however, that once the additive has been consumed,
the degradation process will commence. For this reason, it is important that the
correct levels of additives are employed. Interestingly, the mechanism of the
radical trap can also be applied to flame-retardant technology in plastics. Thus,
instead of the chemicals trapping damaging UV radiations, the additives also help
in limiting the combustion process. Different chemicals are employed for this
purpose, but the mechanisms of action are very similar.

The category of additives that act as radical traps usually contain the 2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidine ring system in their structure as seen in commercially avail-
able HALS products. Even though there are wide structural differences in these
products, all of them act by trapping free radicals during the photoxidation of the
system, thus preventing further degradation of the polymer system.

Polymers that have poor thermal stability, such as PP and PVC, have to be stabi-
lized against thermomechanical degradation [15]. Klemchuk and Thompson [19]
have reported that stabilization is necessary during reprocessing to prevent, or at
least to retard, the degradation of these polymers and the subsequent deteriora-
tion of their rheological and mechanical properties. Ma and La Mantia [20] have
investigated the variation in the molecular structure of PP during repeated repro-
cessing. They reported the change in the melt flow index (MFI) of a molding-grade
PP as function of the number of injection molding steps and in presence of two
stabilizers, namely B900 (CIBA), which is a mixture of Irganox 1076 and Irgafox
168, and P-EPQ (Sandoz), which is a phosphite stabilizer (Figure 2.1.3).

The dramatic increase in the MFI of the unstabilized sample suggests a drastic
degradation of PP due to the thermomechanical stress during the processing. The
MFI value is about twice that of the virgin sample, after the first recycling. The
degradation is considerably reduced by adding the stabilizer before each injection
molding step. In this case, the MFI slightly increases, indicating a small change
in the molecular weight. It can be seen that the two stabilizers probably act in a
similar way. The study also revealed that the stabilizer also helps in preventing the
dramatic deterioration of some mechanical properties, as shown in Table 2.1.1
[15]. They found that without any stabilization, the PP sample shows a brittle frac-
ture after five extrusion steps, while the elongation at break is very close to that of
the virgin polymer if the stabilizer is added before each extrusion.

Thermal stability studies of PVC have revealed that the poor thermal stability
of PVC requires the addition of heat stabilizers to prevent degradation to a large
extent. The stabilizer in the PVC products is consumed both during processing
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Figure 2.1.3 MFI vs the number of injection molding steps for stabilized and unstabilized
PP. (La Mantia [15] Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)

Table 2.1.1 Elongation at break of stabilized and unstabilized PP.

Sample Elongation at break (%)

PP virgin 680
PP after five extrusions 20
PP+ 0.3% B900 after five extrusions 520
PP+ 0.3% P-EPQ after five extrusions 560

Source: La Mantia [15]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley
and sons.

and, sometimes, during their lifetime. The thermal stability is remarkably reduced
if PVC is subjected to the reprocessing steps [15].

Thermal stability of the polymer can be best evaluated using the dynamic
thermal stability time (DTST) index, which is the time at which the torque
in a mixing test at constant temperature starts to rise [20]. Thus to enhance
processability, it is essential to increase the DTST value by adding suitable
stabilizing agents that have been consumed during both processing and the
lifetime of the PVC products. The effect of a lead stabilizer (which is employed
as a thermal stabilizing agent for PVC) on the processability of recycled PVC is
shown in Figure 2.1.4, where the DTST values under some processing conditions
are reported as a function of the stabilizer content [15].

It can be seen that the thermal stability of PVC is greatly enhanced by adding
1 phr of the stabilizer. Then the curve tends to flatten, and the processability does
not remarkably improve by increasing the concentration of the stabilizer. The sta-
bilizer is particularly effective at high temperature and rotational speeds. Indeed,
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Figure 2.1.4 DTST of recycled PVC as a function of the stabilizer content. (La Mantia [15]
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)

under these processing conditions, DTST increases nearly 3 times by adding 1 phr
of the lead compound. On the contrary, the improvement is limited when the pro-
cessing is carried out under softer conditions. From Figure 2.1.4, it is evident that
the improvement in DTST at 180 ∘C and 20 rpm is only about 50% [15].

2.1.2.1.3 Testing the Effects of Stabilizers
In order to measure the stabilization of a plastic by a stabilizing additive, whether
it is virgin or a recyclate, information is required on the effects of processing, heat,
and light.

2.1.2.1.4 Processing Stability
A common technique to investigate processing stability is through repeated
cycling of a sample, such as by extrusion or injection molding. Mechanical tests
that rely on parameters such as tensile and impact strength as well as rheological
tests such as MFI can then be used to monitor the changes occurring in the
properties of the plastic.

2.1.2.1.5 Heat Stability
When discussing heat stability, there are a number of different monitoring meth-
ods that can be employed.

1. The temperature at which the plastic decomposes, which can be measured by
techniques such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC measures
the heat output from the polymer as it is heated up or cooled down. It can be
used across a wide range of temperatures, from −180 ∘C to above 600 ∘C. This
technique also permits the measurement of changes occurring in the plastic,
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which gives information on the polymer properties, such as the melting point
and the temperature at which thermal degradation occurs.

2. The maximum temperature at which the polymer material can be effectively
processed without affecting its color or other problems of the polymer
formulation. These problems include decomposition of the polymer or other
additives employed (e.g., colorants).

3. In many applications in daily life, plastics are employed where they may be
subjected to prolonged use at high temperatures. For these types of applica-
tions, data is needed on how the material will behave in service. This is usually
tested by aging a sample in an oven for an appropriate time interval to reflect
the behaviour that is to be expected when the plastic is used in a component.

2.1.2.1.6 Light Stability
There are two techniques commonly employed to assess the light stability of a
polymer. One is to utilize artificial weathering equipment as described in ISO
4892. These can simulate weathering cycles by controlling the light (including UV)
intensity, heat, and humidity. In this method, polymers are exposed to detailed
and programmed cycles, which are similar to those that the components would
be exposed to in real applications.

The second method is to simply leave the samples exposed to natural environ-
mental conditions. The effects occurring in the polymeric system can be measured
in a number of ways. For example, the surface of the sample can be evaluated in
terms of chalking, gloss, and surface texture as a function of the weathering time.

2.1.2.1.7 Stabilizer Combinations for Specific Applications of Polymers
The additives used in a particular plastic will depend very much upon the intended
application. Outdoor applications, for example, will require both light and heat
stability. Bottle crates, made from a single plastic such as high-density polyethy-
lene (HDPE), have been extensively studied. These studies have revealed the inter-
esting result that the use of 100% recyclate without further stabilization of the
material results in the deterioration of mechanical properties, cracking, and color
fading after 6 months. However, when HALS and UV absorbers were incorporated
into these systems, they retained their properties for more than 4 years. Further
studies on heat aging have found that restabilization using a combination of pro-
cessing stabilizers, light stabilizers, and HALS effectively stabilized the recyclate
for further reuse. From the above results, it can be concluded that for success-
ful application of the recycled polymers, care must be taken to ensure that the
recyclates are adequately protected by incorporating suitable additives, depending
upon their future application potential.

2.1.2.2
Compatibilizers

As mentioned previously, compatibilizers are used in the recycling of heteroge-
neous plastic mixtures that are incompatible because of their chemical makeup.
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Thus, they help in obtaining secondary materials with acceptable properties by
processing their blends. Unfortunately, only a few pairs of polymer components
can be at present compatibilized, while plastic wastes are frequently composed
of several polymers. Interesting results have been achieved by using modified
copolymers [15].

For example, literature shows the use of chlorinated polyethylene (CPE) as
a compatibilizer for the HDPE/PVC pair [9, 13]. Styrene–ethylene–propylene
block copolymer (SEP) and ethylene–propylene rubber (EPR) have been used
for HDPE/PS [10] and HDPE/PP blends [11, 12], respectively. Thus it can be
seen that the ability of such compatibilizers is due to the enhanced interfacial
adhesion between two component polymers, because the compatibilizers usually
possess units of the parent polymers. Abundant literature is available investi-
gating the effect of compatibilizers for binary blends [21–25], but only a few
studies have reported the effect of compatibilizers on the properties of ternary
blends consisting of any of the parent polymers and the third polymer whose
compatibility is not affected by the compatibilizer [26, 27].

Studies have been reported that the addition of a compatibilizer to a binary
blend enhanced such mechanical properties as the impact strength, because
of the additives locating at the interface between the phases and enhancing
the stress transfer and the particle size reduction – emulsion effect [28, 29].
Ha et al. [30] reported the effect of a compatibilizer for binary blends on the
properties of ternary blends composed of HDPE, PP (or PS, polystyrene), and
PVC virgin polymers with a simulated waste plastics fraction. CPE, SEP, EPR,
and their mixtures were tested as compatibilizers in their study. Figure 2.1.5 [30]
shows the tensile strength of the ternary HDPE/PP/PVC blends with or without
compatibilizers. By the addition of CPE or EPR, it was expected that interfacial
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Figure 2.1.5 Effect of different compatibilizers on the tensile strength of HDPE/PP/PVC
(8/1/1) blend. (Ha [30] Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)
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Figure 2.1.6 Complex viscosity of HDPE/PP/PVC (8/1/1) blend with different compatibilizers.
(Ha [30] Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)

adhesion would be improved, resulting in an increase in tensile strength. This can
be attributed to the compatibilization effect of the CPE or EPR at the interface.

Figure 2.1.6 [30] shows a logarithmic plot of the complex viscosity of the
HDPE/PP/PVC ternary blends with compatibilizers. All complex viscosities of
the ternary blends with either of the compatibilizers were lower than that of
the ternary blend without a compatibilizer. The result can be explained by the
fact that the tensile strength as well as impact strength of the ternary blends
containing EPR are higher than those of CPE-containing ternary blends.

Another example is polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and PP, which are ther-
moplastics having different chemical properties and are strongly incompatible.
Mechanical properties of the blends are very poor, but a suitable compatibilizer
can drastically change this picture. The thermoplastic rubber Kraton FG 1901X,
a triblock copolymer consisting of PS end blocks and a partly hydrogenated
polybutadiene midblock grafted with maleic anhydride, can be considered a good
candidate for compatibilizer for this system [15].

2.1.2.3
Antioxidants

Antioxidants can stop or slow down the deterioration of mechanical properties
due to thermomechanical degradation during the reprocessing steps [31]. In other
words, the presence of antioxidants can strongly improve the resistance to oxida-
tion of the polymer during reprocessing. Thus the function of antioxidants is to
inhibit atmospheric oxidation during processing and usage.

Antioxidants used in polymers are further classified into primary and
secondary, as described in the following.
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2.1.2.3.1 Primary Antioxidants

They inhibit oxidation of polymers by scavenging free radicals (molecules cleaved
from the polymer chain). Examples are phenols and arylamines.

2.1.2.3.2 Secondary Antioxidants

They stop oxygenated radical molecule propagation by decomposing them into
stable products. Examples are phosphites and sulfur compounds.

Dintcheva et al. [31] studied the influence of antioxidants on the recycling of
a waste polymer coming from a separate collection of plastic packagings in Ger-
many. They found that the elastic modulus and tensile strength slightly improved
in the presence of the antioxidant, while the elongation at break was significantly
enhanced. Figure 2.1.7 [31] shows the flow curves of the stabilized materials repro-
cessed in the extruders. It can be seen that the flow curves of the stabilized materi-
als are only slightly higher than those of the corresponding unstabilized samples.
In contrast, the curve of the sample reprocessed in the mixer in the presence of
the antioxidant is significantly higher than that of the unstabilized material, which
confirms the drastic degradation phenomena taking place during mixing and the
stabilizing action of the antioxidant.

Boersma [32] studied the behavior of phenolic antioxidants (di-t-butyl-
hydroxyphenyl head and tails varying from methyl to octadecyl chains) in
polycarbonate, a thermoplastic polymer, and ethylene propylene diene monomer
(EPDM) rubber, an elastomer. The study showed that the mobility and solubility
of antioxidants were important parameters in the degradation behavior of a
polymer under thermal stress and that the prediction of these parameters will
be very useful in screening the most suitable antioxidant for a given polymer
product. Thus reliable predictions of these physical parameters will open up the
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Figure 2.1.7 Flow curves of stabilized and unstabilized polymers. (Dintcheva [31] Repro-
duced with permission of Elsevier.)
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possibilities of even designing the most appropriate antioxidant for a certain
polymer.

2.1.2.4
Impact Modifiers

It is reported that some of the additives used in plastics formulations, such as flame
retardants, fillers, heat distortion temperature (HDT) modifiers, and pigments,
can have a detrimental effect on the impact resistance of the polymeric material.
Thus, impact modifiers are additives used to “correct” the detrimental effects of
these additives by boosting the impact performance of the material [33].

Some of the additives commonly used at concentrations sufficient to decrease
the impact resistance to inadmissibly low levels include flame retardants, fillers,
pigments, and HDT modifiers. It is possible to find substitutes for these types
of additives, which have either increased efficiencies or decreased effects on the
impact performance, resulting in obtaining an acceptable balance of properties in
the polymer material under consideration. But in many cases, this is not possible.
A remedial measure in some of these cases is to use an impact modifier to boost the
impact resistance of the material to the desired level. Effects of an HDT modifier
and an impact modifier on the impact resistance of a PVC bottle formulation at
23 ∘C are shown in Figure 2.1.8 [33].

There are several reasons why additives, particularly at high usage levels,
have detrimental effects on the impact performance. The main reason is that a
significant volume fraction of the polymer material, which can dissipate stress
through mechanisms called shear yielding or crazing, gets substituted by the
additive, which generally cannot deform and dissipate the stress easily. Thus the
total ability of the material to dissipate stress decreases [33]. A second reason
is that certain additives, such as polymeric additives that are miscible in the
polymer matrix, may hinder the local chain motions of the polymer molecules
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Figure 2.1.8 Effect of HDT modifier and impact modifier on PVC. (Stevenson [33] Repro-
duced with permission of Wiley.)
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Figure 2.1.9 Stress distribution in polymer matrix surrounding a rubbery impact modifier
particle. (Stevenson [33]. Reproduced with permission of Wiley.)

that enable them to shear yield, thereby sharply decreasing the impact resistance
of the material [34].

The stress concentration that occurs in the polymer matrix around an impact
modifier particle upon application of a tensile stress to the material is schemati-
cally represented in Figure 2.1.9 [33]. The tensile stress is amplified in the region
surrounding the equator of the modifier particle. As the distance from the mod-
ifier particle increases, the amplified stress decays relatively rapidly to the level
of the applied stress in the system. Also, the stress changes quickly on moving
from the equator toward the poles of the modifier particle and is greatly reduced
from the applied stress near the poles. This results in the formation of localized
concentrations of stress, and this region when dispersed throughout the polymer
matrix results in providing multiple sites in the polymer system at which shear
yield and/or crazing of the polymer can be initiated simultaneously upon impact.
This results in a structure with a large number of small crazes and/or shear bands
instead of a structure with a small number of large crazes or shear bands, which
is more prone to failure. An impact modifier can frequently compensate for the
decrease in shear yielding or crazing caused by other additives by facilitating shear
yielding and/or crazing of the polymer matrix.

There are a variety of different core/shell impact modifiers available on the
market today. For example, for PVC compounds, three major types of core/
shell impact modifiers are available: all-acrylic impact modifiers, methacrylate/
butadiene/styrene (MBS) modifiers, and acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene (ABS)
modifiers. Each of these types of modifiers features a different combination of
characteristics. It is important to recognize that an impact modifier can modify
a number of other properties of the material such as its optical properties,
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weatherability, processability, tensile properties, flammability, heat distortion,
and cost, in addition to the impact performance of the compound. Thus it is
essential to select an impact modifier that provides an appropriate balance of
these properties depending on the nature of the application [33].

2.1.2.5
Fillers and Modifiers

The purpose of adding these compounds in the processing stage is to improve the
mechanical behavior of the polymer materials. Fillers improve some mechanical
properties, modulus, and tensile strength, but worsen the processability and elon-
gation at break. On the contrary, modifiers improve the elongation at break and
impact strength. As for the fillers, in many cases a beneficial effect on the cost of
the material is also obtained.

Studies are available indicating that the addition of glass fibers into incompati-
ble PET/HDPE blends will cause remarkable improvement in the modulus, tensile
strength, and impact strength of the material without much variation in the elon-
gation at break, as shown in Table 2.1.2 [15].

From the table, it is evident that the properties of the PET/HDPE blends
reinforced with 20% of glass fibers improve the modulus by about 50%, the
impact strength by about 70%, and the tensile strength by about 110%, while the
elongation at break remains almost unchanged. Increasing the glass fiber content
enhances the mechanical properties of the blends but not the elongation at break.
Studies have revealed that by adding glass fibers, significant improvements of
some mechanical properties result, whereas the processability of the formulation
deteriorates as a result of the increased viscosity [20].

The elongation at break and impact strength are mechanical properties that are
more sensitive to degradation and incompatibility; moreover, the elongation at
break cannot be improved by adding inert fillers. It can be achieved by the use
of small amounts of modifiers such as elastomers in the formulations, which can
dramatically enhance both the elongation at break and impact strength [15].

The effect of some elastomers on the mechanical properties has been well
evidenced on an incompatible polymer mixture made of PET (∼45%), PE

Table 2.1.2 Mechanical properties of glass fiber (GF)-filled PET/HDPE blends.

Blend Modulus
(GPa)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Elongation-at-
break (%)

Impact
strength
(J m−1)

Heat distortion
temperature
(∘C)

PET/HDPE 1.6 12 1.3 19 120
PET/HDPE+ 10% GF 1.95 21 1.4 28 158
PET/HDPE+ 20% GF 2.35 26 1.5 33 233
PET/HDPE+ 40% GF 3.1 30 1.4 39 239

Source: La Mantia [15]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.
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Table 2.1.3 Mechanical properties of PET/PE/PVC blend and effect of the addition of 10%
of an elastomer.

Blend Modulus
(GPa)

Tensile
strength (MPa)

Elongation-at-
break (%)

Impact
strength (J m−1)

PET/PE/PVC 5.6 4.3 1.5 21
PET/PE/PVC+ SEBS 4.2 7.3 3.4 69
PET/PE/PVC+MBS 3.2 4.2 3.1 32
PET/PE/PVC+EPDM 3.7 5.8 5.3 91

Source: La Mantia [15] Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.

(polyethylene) (∼35%), and PVC (∼20%) from a collection of plastic containers.
Table 2.1.3 [15] gives the values of the modulus, tensile strength, elongation
at break, and impact strength reported for this formulation and for the same
material with 10% of different elastomers.

The above data show that the elastic modulus decreases, which is expected con-
sidering the low values of the modulus of the elastomers. The opposite reason
can explain the improvement of the other mechanical properties. These modi-
fiers improve the elongation at break and impact strength because of the inherent
properties of the rubbery compounds. Also, EPDM rubber is very effective, and,
indeed, the elongation at break is more than 3 times and the impact strength more
than 4 times higher than the values of the nonmodified blend.

2.1.2.6
Antistatic Agents

The choice of antistatic agent is crucial, and is determined by a wide range of fac-
tors such as the polymer type, processing conditions, and end application. They
function by allowing polymeric materials to disperse static electricity. Antistatic
agents are used where charge build-up on surfaces may cause problems. Since
antistatic agents are hygroscopic, a conductive layer is formed on the polymer
material by a thin film of water adsorbed from the atmosphere. Antistatic agents
are commonly used in combination with anti-block and anti-slip products to max-
imize cost effectiveness and high performance in the film industry.

The commonly used antistatic agents in various polymer systems and their addi-
tion levels are listed in Table 2.1.4.

2.1.2.7
Coloring Agents

Coloring agents are important because they can greatly influence consumer
appeal and may eliminate the need for an external color treatment (painting).The
two types of these additives most often used are pigments and dyes.
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Table 2.1.4 Commonly used antistatic agents.

Polymer Commonly used antistatic
agents

Typical addition
levels (%)

Polyethylene (HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE) Ethoxylated alkyl amines 0.1–0.3
Ethoxylated lauramide 0.1–0.5
Glycerol monostearate 1–2

Polypropelyne Ethoxylated alkyl amines 0.1–0.3
Ethoxylated lauramide 0.4–0.8
Glycerol monostearate 1–2

PET Sodium alkyl sulfonates 1–2
Polycarbonate Sodium alkyl sulfonates 2.5–3.5

LDPE, low-density polyethylene; LLDPE, linear low-density polyethylene.

2.1.2.7.1 Pigments
They are insoluble in the polymer and dispersed as discrete particles in the plastic,
and may be organic (carbon black) or inorganic (TiO2). They usually give a dull
color and render the polymer opaque.

2.1.2.7.2 Dyes
They are organic colorants that are soluble in the polymer and disperse easily. They
are stronger than pigments, give brighter colors, and are more transparent.

The common coloring agents that are used in polymer recycling process to
obtain different shades are the following:

• White pigments: Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and zinc sulfide (ZnS)
• Black pigment: Carbon black

Coloring agents are often selected on the basis of their processing temperature:

• Cadmium pigments come in red-yellow, orange, and maroons and have excel-
lent heat stability.

• Iron oxides come in red, yellow, brown, and black, and their heat stability
depends on the color.

• Cobalt aluminates come in green and blue and have excellent heat resistance.

2.1.2.8
Flame Retardants

The purpose of flame retardants is to increase the ignition temperature of poly-
mers and slow down the rate of burning. Flame retardants are a class of additives
that give thermal stability to polymers. They can be classified into two types:

2.1.2.8.1 Additive Types
They are incorporated into the polymer by dispersion and remain separate from
the polymer. Examples are as follows:
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• Aluminum trihydrate (ATH), Magnesium hydroxide
• Halogenated compounds such as polybrominated diphenyloxides
• Phosphorous additives.

2.1.2.8.2 Reactive Types
They function as co-monomers and are part of the polymer system. Reactive types
often replace some of the side groups in polymer chains. Either class of flame retar-
dants is often used with a secondary additive, which increases its effectiveness,
such as antimony and zinc.

Their mode of action is different, which depends on the nature of flame retar-
dants:

• Protective charring systems form a barrier between the unburned polymer and
the flame (phosphorous based systems).

• Halogen systems prevent burning by producing halogen gases, which can bind
free radicals from the burning polymer. They also provide some protective
barrier from oxygen at the burning surface (brominated and chlorinated
systems).

• Hydrate systems act by “quenching” the burning surface by producing water that
is trapped in their moieties (aluminum trihydrate, magnesium hydroxide).

2.1.2.9
Lubricants

Lubricants are used to facilitate the processing of polymers and may also serve in
the application of polymers.

Lubricants can be widely classified into two types:

• Internal lubricants serve to reduce the melt viscosity of the polymer and thus
lower the energy required for processing the polymer.

• External lubricants serve to reduce the friction between the polymer and the
processing equipment.

The selection of an appropriate lubricant type for a polymer system depends
on many factors such as the polarity, melt temperature, compatibility, interaction
with the other additives, and so on.

Examples of the commonly used lubricant additives are alcohols, waxes, fatty
acids, amides such as bis(stearoyl)ethylenediamine, and so on.

2.1.2.10
Plasticizers

Plasticizers are additives that increase the plasticity or flexibility of a plastic mate-
rial. They soften and make inherently rigid polymers flexible but do not evaporate
during the processing stage. They are generally used in polymers that contain polar
moieties. In addition to providing flexibility to polymer applications, plasticizers
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lower the processing temperature and glass transition temperature and serve as
internal lubricants, thus increasing movement and durability of the polymer sys-
tem. The main feature of low molecular weight plasticizers is that they can be
pumped, sprayed, and poured over a wide range of temperatures. But medium to
high molecular weight plasticizers need to be heated under certain conditions.
Since plasticizers are too rigid to be processed without assistance, they are com-
monly used in combination with PVC. Plasticizers can be helpful for production,
but they should not be used for materials in food packaging applications because
of their toxicity.

Most plasticizers are monomeric nonvolatile organic liquids or low-melting-
point solids, such as dioctyl phthalate or stearic acid; polymeric plasticizers (e.g.,
phthalic and adipic polyester) are usually very viscous liquids. They are mostly
used in PVC (80% market share), mainly as phthalate esters of C8, C9, and C10
alcohols. Waskitoaji et al. [35] have studied the application of ester compounds
based on palm oil as secondary plasticizers in PVC. The modulus of elasticity and
elongation of the plastics can be used to analyze the effects of addition of sec-
ondary plasticizers on PVC-based plastics.

2.1.2.11
Antibacterial or Antimicrobial Additives

Most polymers are resistant to microbial attack in their virgin form. On the other
hand, additives such as plasticizers, lubricants, and even some heat stabilizers can
induce and enhance the growth of microorganisms. Antibacterial additives are
used to prevent the growth of microorganisms so that polymeric materials are
protected from biological degradation. These classes of additives operate by inter-
fering with the metabolism of microorganisms by blocking their enzyme systems.
To be effective, the additive must be able to migrate to the surface of the mate-
rial so that it can interact with the microorganisms that cause degradation of the
polymer material [36].

Examples of initially used antimicrobial additives include arsenic, sulfur, and
copper compounds. Other antibacterial or antimicrobial additives such as zinc
pyrithione, chlorhexidine, and 1-hexadecylpyridinium chloride are also used in
appropriate polymer formulations.

2.1.2.12
Coupling Agents

The primary purpose of coupling agents is to increase the interaction between
polymer and filler materials. They create chemical links between molecules to
improve bonding. When the coupling agents bind to a polymer, they can enhance
the adhesion between the two materials. Since coupling agents promote bonding
between the phases, they can be used to bond materials that are normally incom-
patible. This can be very useful when trying to create new polymer blends and for
recycling old polymer material [37].
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Maleated polyolefins are possibly the largest group of coupling agents, and
they consist of mostly PE or PP with maleic anhydride functional groups grafted
onto the polymer backbones. Peroxide reagents are often used for grafting,
which takes place at tertiary carbons in the polymer chain or at terminal olefinic
groups. Examples of other coupling agents employed in wood–plastic composites
include organosilanes, fatty acid derivatives, long-chain chlorinated paraffins,
and polyolefin copolymers with acid anhydrides incorporated into the polymer
backbones.

The effect of a novel coupling agent, an alkyl ketene dimer, on the mechanical
properties of wood–plastic composites, has been reviewed recently [38].

2.1.3
Conclusion

Additives are essential components of polymer processing, providing mainte-
nance and/or modification of polymer properties, performance, and long-term
use. The extension of polymer properties by the use of additives has played a
significant role in the growth of plastics. At the beginning of the plastics age, the
role of additives was mainly to retain polymer properties and to make them resis-
tant to the heat treatment during the transforming process. But next-generation
of additives such as antioxidants, heat and light stabilizers, and so on, help in
the extension of service life and modification of the mechanical and physical
properties. Recent developments in the field of high-performance additives
address more stringent or new requirements, more severe processing, and the
use conditions and environmental concerns, but still focus mainly on maintaining
the properties of polymers. The driving force for new additive development is the
increasing awareness of the environment, resulting in environmentally friendly
additive solutions. This area covers the introduction of new members of the
additive family, such as oligomeric/polymeric stabilizers, graftable stabilizers,
halogen-free flame retardants, as well as additives for the mechanical recycling
of polymers. In short, plastic additives are and will be essential components in
polymer formulations and will provide innovative solutions for the challenges in
polymer recycling methods in the present era of environmental concern.
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2.2
Recent Trends and Future of Polymer Additives in Macromolecular Recycling
Technology: A Brief Overview
Sivasankarapillai Vishnu Sankar and Sivasankarapillai Anil Kumar

2.2.1
Introduction

Additives form the backbone of commercial polymer manufacturing industry, but
also play a vital role in the enhancement of properties of a variety of polymer
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systems like elastomers, rubbers, coatings, and adhesives. Without the presence of
additives, many polymeric materials would be of limited use and cannot be used
in the critical areas that require improved performance of polymer systems. This
chapter deals with the advancement of additives, mainly miscellaneous classes of
additives that are not described in the first part of this chapter, and also gives an
overview in the advancement of additive technology, such as the analytical meth-
ods for additives. Finally, the chapter aims to discuss the challenges and future of
recycling.

An overview of developments across all areas of polymer recycling additives is
lacking, and a unified approach should therefore be of considerable importance to
overcome the challenges arising in the polymer recycling process. With a rapidly
emerging field such as this one, this chapter can only be considered as a work
in progress. Thus the purpose of this chapter is to give a brief overview of the
advancements in additives, as well as the scope and future of the area.

2.2.2
Miscellaneous Additives

Even though the major recycling additives satisfy functions such as stabilization
and enhancement of the lifetime of the recycling materials, there are certain other
classes of additives added to polymers that are meant to increase the overall per-
formance of recycled and virgin polymer systems in their wide applications.

2.2.2.1
Nucleating Agents

A nucleating agent is an additive that forms nuclei in a polymer melt environment,
which enhance or stimulate the growth of crystals in the polymer system [1]. A
nucleating agent can also be considered as a clarifying agent or clarity-improving
agent in the polymer system. The issues of nucleating agents have been reviewed
in the literature [2].

Nucleating agents can be classified as inorganic nucleating agents, sorbitol com-
pounds, phosphates, and coupled nucleating agents.

2.2.2.1.1 Inorganic Nucleating Agents
They are inorganic materials used in polymer processing for nucleating action.
For example, inorganic substances such as alumina, aluminum hydroxide, alu-
minum powder, titanium dioxide, and calcium fluoride are used as nucleating
agents in polycyanoaryl ethers. Similarly, kaolin, talc, mica, silica, calcium carbon-
ate, a metal salt of an aliphatic acid, and so on, are frequently used for polyesters.

Examples of commonly used nucleating agents are talcum, titanium dioxide,
magnesium oxide, 4-tert-butylbenzoic acid, adipic acid, diphenylacetic acid,
sodium succinate, sodium benzoate, and ionomers [1, 3, 56–63]. Pyrogenic
silicic acid (Aerosil®) has been experimented as a nucleating agent for polyaniline
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polymer system [11]. Aerosil® acts in multiple ways as a reinforcement agent,
an antiblocking agent, and also as a rheology improver. Other examples of
nucleating agents used for polyester systems are talc, calcium fluoride, sodium
phenyl phosphonate, alumina, and also finely divided poly(tetrafluoroethylene).

2.2.2.1.2 Sorbitol Compounds
Dibenzylidene sorbitol has a fibril-like structure and acts as an effective nucle-
ating agent, which facilitates the crystallization of polyolefinic system during
the processing stage [12]. The mode of action of this compound is that when
the concentration of dibenzylidene sorbitol reaches a critical value, the fibrils
will self-assemble into a three-dimensional network structure when there is
a decrease of temperature in the system but before the stage where crystal-
lization takes place. The network of the fibrils may facilitate the subsequent
complementary process of nucleation and crystallization growth in the polymer.
An oriented deformation of the dibenzylidene sorbitol network will act as a
template for the anisotropic crystallization of polypropylene (PP), which can
result in providing a high lamellar orientation level. An example of this additive
is 2,4-bis-(3,4-dimethylbenzylidene)sorbitol.

2.2.2.1.3 Phosphates
Organic phosphates have been observed to have a very high nucleating efficiency
even at very low concentration. This can cause a substantial increase in the flex-
ural modulus of the material [13]. Organic phosphorous nucleating agents are
better than sorbitol compounds in improving the mechanical properties of i-PP.
But sorbitol compounds can significantly enhance the transparency of the system.
However, organic phosphorous nucleating agents and sorbitol nucleating agents
have similar effects on the peak temperature of crystallization [14].

2.2.2.1.4 Coupled Nucleating Agents
This class of nucleating agents includes coupled semicrystalline homopolymers or
copolymers of ethylene, propylene, or other α-olefins. These polymers are usually
coupled together by one or more coupling agents, such as carbenes [15], nitrenes
[16], or azide coupling agents [17]. Coupled nucleating agents can be used in the
same manner and under the same processing conditions as conventional nucleat-
ing agents.

2.2.2.2
Reinforcing Agents or Fillers

These additives are meant for increasing the strength of polymers by acting
as reinforcement for the polymer matrix. They can be inorganic or organic,
depending on the polymer environment in which they are added. By the addition
of this material, the polymers become composites. When the reinforcement is a
nano object, they are called nanocomposites. It is expected that nanocomposites
can provide superior physical properties because of the high surface-to-volume
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Figure 2.2.1 Commonly used inorganic fillers in polymer formulations.

ratio of nanometer-scale reinforcing fillers embedded in the matrix, compared
to the conventional fiber- or particle-reinforced composites. In many cases,
these additives are surface-modified to increase the interaction between the
dispersed phases. An overview of the inorganic substances that are used as fillers
is schematically shown in (Figure 2.2.1) [18].

Reinforcements and fillers differ slightly in their materialistic aspect. They can
be distinguished by their functionalities on the polymer systems to which they are
added. Fillers are tiny particles or objects that can contribute only slightly to the
mechanical strength. But reinforcements are materials that can improve proper-
ties such as impact resistance, stiffness, and mechanical strength of the polymer
material in which they are dispersed. Some materials such as glass are used both
as reinforcement and filler.

The different types of reinforcements are selected on the basis of the value they
add to the polymer material, like increased conductivity, flame retardation, and
mechanical strength. Some common materials that are used for these purposes
are discussed below.
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2.2.2.2.1 Carbon Nanotubes

A carbon nanotube is a graphene sheet rolled into a cylindrical structure, typi-
cally several nanometers in diameter, and whose the ends are capped with half
fullerene balls. They are unique nanostructures with interesting electrical and
mechanical properties, which are due to the close relation between the carbon
nanotube and graphite and to their one-dimensional aspect. The strength of the
sp2 carbon–carbon bonds in the nanotubes gives them amazing mechanical
and conductive properties. In many cases, the nanotubes are surface-modified
by using surfactants, and these functionalized carbon nanotubes can be well
dispersed in the polymer matrix.

2.2.2.2.2 Nanoclays

Most of the clay minerals fall under the category of layered silicates or phyl-
losilicates because their silica layers and alumina sheets are joined together in
varying proportions and in a specific manner [19]. Two-dimensional arrays of
silicon–oxygen tetrahedra and aluminum– or magnesium–oxygen/hydroxyl
octahedra are the major building blocks of the clay minerals, which are super-
imposed in different ways. Nanoclays are used as fillers in thermoplastics and
thermosets. The nanoclay may be usually applied in combination with another
chemical ingredient, such as a crosslinking agent, which helps to provide a
distinctive and overall synergistic effect on mechanical properties of the polymer
[20]. Since nanoclays are inorganic substances, they are organically modified by
incorporating an organic moiety in their structure to give compatibility with the
interacting polymer system.

2.2.2.2.3 Carbon Blacks and Carbon Fibers

Carbon blacks and carbon fibers are conducting additives but have only limited
use due to their color. Commonly used carbon blacks have average particle sizes of
less than 50 nm. Vapor-grown carbon fibers have diameters of 5–50 nm. Conduc-
tive carbon fibers can be used for modifying the electrostatic discharge properties
of polymeric resins. Usually, carbon fibers have a diameter of 3–15 μm and may
contain graphene ribbons parallel to the fiber axis. They are produced commer-
cially by pyrolysis of organic precursors such as phenolics, polyacrylonitrile, and
so on. In general, carbon fibers are sized, with an initial length of about 0.05–5 cm.
These modified fibers are conventionally coated on at least a portion of their sur-
faces with a sizing composition.

Although nano reinforcement enhances overall material performance, the
main challenge facing the manufacture of nanocomposites is the aggregation of
nanoparticles during the manufacturing process. Severe particle aggregation is
detrimental to the thermal and mechanical properties of the nanocomposites.
The homogeneous dispersion of the nanoparticles in the dispersed matrix is a
very critical in obtaining high-performance nanocomposites [21].

Apart from these, thermally conductive fillers, which include graphite, alu-
minum nitride, silicon carbide, boron nitride, and alumina, are suitably selected
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and employed as additives depending on the polymeric system and the nature of
application of the obtained polymer material.

2.2.2.3
Optical Brighteners

They are also called fluorescent brightening agents. Brightening agents are
used for reducing the yellow color developing in polymers as a result of aging
and usage. Some examples of polymers that need brightening agents are PE
(polyethylene), PVC (polyvinyl chloride), PU, PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate),
PS (polystyrene), and copolymers.

The selection of appropriate optical brighteners depends on several factors of
the substance such as the following:

• Maximum whitening effect – which depends on the polymer system
• Hue – generally neutral to blue is preferred
• Compatibility of the additive with the matrix resin to be incorporated
• Light fastness.

The essential requirement required for a fluorescent compound to be used as
an optical brightener is the presence of an aromatic or aromatic heterocyclic
condensed ring system in their structure. An important speciality of these com-
pounds is the existence of an uninterrupted chain of conjugated double bonds
associated with the aromatic ring. The number of such conjugated double bonds
depends on the nature of substituent in the structure as well as the planarity of
the fluorescent system of the molecule [22]. Most brightener compounds belong
to derivatives of stilbene or 4,4′-diamino stilbene, biphenyl, five-membered
heterocycles (triazoles, oxazoles, imidazoles, etc.), or six-membered heterocyclic
systems (coumarins, naphthalamides, triazines, etc.) [23].

To be effective, the optical brightener must dissolve in the polymer. Optical
brighteners can be inorganic or organic.

2.2.2.3.1 Inorganic Brighteners

These compounds absorb in the visible range of electromagnetic spectrum, for
example, titanium pigments that absorb in the near-visible to UV range. Their
efficiency is low compared to anatase pigments, which absorb nearly 40% of the
UV light in the wavelength range of ∼380 nm.

2.2.2.3.2 Organic Brighteners

Only a few classes of organic compounds are known to be suitable for use as
brightening agents for polymers. Examples of these classes include [22]

• Bis(benzoxaziol)s
• Phenylcoumarins
• Bis-styryl biphenyls.
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Figure 2.2.2 Chemical structure of organic brighteners.

Some of the compounds and their structures that come under these classes and
are used as organic brighteners are given in Figure 2.2.2.

2.2.2.3.3 Enhancing Stability of Optical Brighteners – Melt Extrusion Technique

The thermal stability of optical brighteners can be improved by melt extrusion.
When melt blending or extrusion is applied, the optical brighteners should have
stability up to temperatures as high as 310–330 ∘C [18]. In polyesters, such as
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), the tendency for acetaldehyde formation can
be reduced by blending the polymer with a low molecular weight polyamide (PA).
This is desirable for the application of PET as drinking bottles. However, the addi-
tion of PA causes yellowing of the products. Thus optical brighteners are added to
solve this problem [23].

2.2.2.4
Surface Improvers

This class of additives can also be considered as polymer processing aids. A num-
ber of surface defects arise during the manufacture of extruded polymers, referred
to as sharkskin, snakeskin, and orange peel, which are all related to the rheology of
the polymer melt and in particular the melt fracture of the polymer [24].

Melt fracture is a flow phenomenon that occurs when the molten polymer flows
through the die, and starts at the point of die entry, as evidenced by gross irregu-
larities in the shape or surface of the extrudate. Thus melt fracture is considered
to be the result of nonuniform or irregular elastic strains in the material at the die
entrance. The shear rate on the surface of the polymer is so high that the surface
of the polymer begins to fracture. That is, there is a slippage of the surface of the
extruded polymer relative to the body of the polymer melt. The surface generally
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cannot flow fast enough to keep up with the body of the extrudate and a fracture
in the melt occurs. These irregularities in the shape or surface of the extrudate are
undesirable. For example, the irregularities in the polymer system will produce
an unattractive pattern on blown films [22]. Processing aids are typically added to
the polymer so that during the stage of melt processing, they will migrate to the
surface of the polymer and cause a lubricating effect between the polymer and die
surfaces, which results in high throughput with reduced melt fracture [25].

However, in some cases melt fracture is a desirable property since attractive
patterns on the surface of extruded polymer products can be developed by forcing
the molten polymer through a die which is coated with a controlled pattern of low-
surface-energy material. Melt fracture of the polyethylene as it emerges from the
die is produced at gaps in the coating material, which may be silicon, an inorganic
compound, or a fluorine-containing polymer [26].

Different types of additives used for reducing the melt fracture during the poly-
mer processing and recycling stages are described in the following:

2.2.2.4.1 Fluorocarbon Compounds
Fluorocarbon processing aids are known to partially alleviate melt defects in
extrudable thermoplastic hydrocarbon-based polymer formulations and have
the ability to permit faster and more efficient extrusion. Blatz developed the
use of fluorocarbon polymer processing aids with melt-extrudable hydrocarbon
polymers, wherein the fluorinated polymers are homopolymers and copolymers
of fluorinated olefins with atomic fluorine to carbon ratio of at least 1 : 2, and
also fluorocarbon polymers having melt flow characteristics similar to those of
hydrocarbon polymers [27]. Studies show that vinylidene fluoride homopolymers
can also be used to improve the extrusion of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) [28]
and that multimodal fluoropolymers are superior in performance to unimodal
fluoroplastics when functioning as polymer processing additives [29].

2.2.2.4.2 Acrylics
Acrylic-based processing aids can be employed to improve the extrusion of
high-density polyethylene (HDPE). However, this processing aid shows only
a marginal improvement in the extrusion of linear low-density polyethylene
(LLDPE) with a narrow molecular weight distribution [30]. Also,acrylic polymers
are generally much less expensive than fluoropolymers. Accordingly, there is
an economic advantage in employing acrylics rather than fluoropolymers as
processing additives. However, studies indicate that the simple addition of
an acrylic polymer and a fluoropolymer to a polyethylene extrusion process
produces antagonistic results, which implies that the performance produced by
one is adversely affected by the simple addition of the other [24].

2.2.2.4.3 Organic Salts
Zinc stearate has been demonstrated to reduce the melt fracture in polyesters
[31]. In this work, the authors mixed zinc salts with the polyester in a wide
range of melt-processing equipment, such as Banbury mixers or extruders.
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Either single-screw or twin-screw extruders may be used in the technique.
A commonly employed process involves adding the zinc salt to the polyester to
make a masterbatch of the zinc salt of an organic acid within the polymer base
material such as a polyester or a polyolefin. Suitable polyolefins for this purpose
include polypropylene, LLDPE, or HDPE. The masterbatch is mixed during the
stage of extrusion into the desired polyester. The concentration of the zinc salt in
the masterbatch was found to range from 5% to 30%.

2.2.2.5
Antiblocking Additives

This class of additives is employed to prevent the blocking effect in polymer sys-
tems. Blocking is the unwanted adhesion between layers of a plastic film, which
may occur under pressure, usually during storage or use. Because of blocking,
unwinding the material becomes difficult when it is a film roll, or opening it when
it is a bag. Blocking can be prevented by the use of antiblocking agents, which are
added to the composition that develops the surface layer of the film [32]. Com-
monly used antiblocking additives are silica, clay, limestone, talc, zeolites, glass,
and synthetic waxes [33].

Organic antiblocking agents are also employed. For example, fatty acid amides
are well-known additives that prevent unwanted adhesion in polymer networks.
Unfortunately, the addition of such amides as antiblocking additives for polymer
sheets, for example in glass laminates, adversely affects the optical characteris-
tics of the polymer sheet, such as haze, transparency, and film clarity, as well as
adhesion of the polymer sheet to glass. Consequently, the inclusion of fatty acid
amide moieties between polymer sheet interlayers of glass laminates is essential
for better adhesion.

Certain fatty acid amides, however, can be successfully used as antiblocking
agents in polymer sheets without affecting or interfering with the optical prop-
erties of the polymer sheet or the adhesive properties of the polymer sheet to
glass. These amides include erucamide, behenamide (docosanamide), N-oleyl
palmitamide, stearyl erucamide, erucyl stearamide, hydroxystearamide, oleic
acid diethanolamide, stearic acid diethanolamide, poly(ethylene glycol) oleic
amide, and mixtures of these amides. Secondary mono-amides are particularly
preferred, such as N-oleyl palmitamide, which is an amide with a double-bond
geometry [34].

Some of the organic antiblocking agents that fall under this category are shown
in Figure 2.2.3.

2.2.2.6
Blowing Agents (Foaming Agents)

Blowing agents, which are also called foaming agents, are a class of additives that
decompose to form a gas that will expand a polymer’s cellular structure during
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Figure 2.2.3 Structure of antiblocking agents.

the recycling or processing stage. In other words, these additives cause the for-
mation of cells or voids by releasing gas. Thus they can be used to create foams
and expandable materials that are light weight and can effectively provide ther-
mal and/or shock protection. A common example is expanded polystyrene (EPS),
which is widely used in packaging applications.

In this process, polystyrene is combined with a blowing agent in a mold and
then heated so that the blowing agent is activated by temperature and causes
the expansion of polystyrene [35]. EPS has a limitation in that some foams use
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which are harmful greenhouse gases and can cause
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depletion of the ozone layer. Murphy demonstrated an EPS that does not contain
CFCs, which is made by using pentane gas as the blowing agent [36].

2.2.2.6.1 Mechanism of Blowing Action
Bates showed that the foaming action of these additives can be described as a
four-step process described as follows:

• In the first step, the foaming agent must be homogeneously dispersed in the
polymer during the liquid or melt state (it may also be incorporated into the
chemical structure of the polymer).

• In second stage, the foaming agent releases the gas, leading to the formation of
many individual small cells in the polymer system.

• In third step, the individual cells are allowed to expand into larger cells.
• Finally, the polymer is stabilized by cooling, crosslinking, or by increasing the

viscosity to stop the cell growth.

Blowing agents are classified into physical blowing agents, (which include
aliphatic hydrocarbons like n-pentane cyclopentane, n-hexane, cyclohexane,
n-heptane, toluene, dichloromethane, etc.), which can be incorporated already at
the stage of polymerization, thereby causing the blowing agent to be entrapped in
the polymerized bead, and chemical blowing agents (e.g., azodicarbonamide(1,l′-
azobisformamide),N ,N ′-dinitrosopentamethylenetetramine, p-toluenesulfonyl
hydrazide, 4,4′-oxybis(benzenesulfonyl hydrazide)), which act by a chemical
decomposition reaction producing volatile gases that cause blowing of the
polymer matrix in which it is entrapped [22].

2.2.2.7
Antifogging Agents

These additives are employed to reduce or prevent the fogging associated with the
polymer resins, particularly used as agricultural films for greenhouse culture or
tunnel culture. Most of the polymer formulations used for this purpose include
soft ethylene resin films, which are about 20–250 μm thick and comprise, as a
base resin, PVC, branched LDPE, EVA copolymers, LLDPE, and so on.

The most essential properties required for a polymer material to be used as agri-
cultural films are weather resistance, antifogging properties, heat-retaining prop-
erties, and transparency. The atmosphere in greenhouses or tunnels enveloped
in agricultural film is saturated with water vapor that evaporates from the soil or
plants, and this water vapor condenses on the inner surface of a cold film, causing
fogging of the polymer material. Water droplets on the film can largely reduce the
incident sunlight due to irregular reflection, and they also adversely affects plant
health since the droplets fall on the plants, resulting in frequent occurrence of
plant diseases [22].

Antifogging additives are incorporated into polymer films to overcome these
problems. The modified plastic films do not prevent condensation but they work in
an interesting manner. When water vapor condenses on such films, the antifogging
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additives migrate to the surface of the film and cause the condensation to spread
evenly over the surface of the film, resulting in run-off instead of forming droplets
on the surface, by creating a large surface area.

Antifogging additives can be incorporated into the polymer matrix in their
pure form or as masterbatches or concentrates. Typical antifogging additive con-
centration ranges between 1% and 3%. They have the property of migrating over
the surface of the film. In a monolayer film, the antifogging additive migrates in
both directions – toward the inside of the agricultural film where the antifogging
effect is desirable, but also to the outside of the film where it is unnecessary. On
the outside of the polymer film, there is a possibility of “leaching” of the substance
by rain water [3]. Common antifogging additives are glycerol monooleate,
poly(glycerol ester)s, sorbitan esters, ethoxylated sorbitan esters, nonyl phenol
ethoxylate, and ethoxylated alcohols [37]. Antifogging additives can be applied
to the surface by coating. Coating of surfactant molecules may form a weak
attachment to polymeric films or foils, particularly with polyethylene films, which
is an undesirable property since they can be washed away by the action of heat
and humidity. The typical structure of an ethoxylated sorbitan ester is shown in
Figure 2.2.4 [22].

Antifogging agents are usually incorporated into the films with substances like
non-ionic, anionic, and cationic surface active agents to enhance and stabilize
their activity. Studies show that other methods for providing antifogging prop-
erties to agricultural films, apart from the conventional coating and incorpora-
tion method, include chemical modification of the ethylene-based resin or the
ethylene resin film surface by introducing a polar group, such as a hydrophilic
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Figure 2.2.4 Structure of ethoxylated sorbitan ester (antifogging additive).
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group. However, this technique is not of high interest because of its high economic
demand at the present time and because of technical difficulties [22].

2.2.3
New Trends in Additives Technology

Additives can be considered as a tool for opening new markets and enhancing the
value of existing polymers and their applications. By convention, chemical addi-
tives rely upon plastics for their existence. Thus the different factors that affect
polymer consumption are important considerations for the additive industry.
Recently, new stages in the life cycles of both plastics and additives have moved
in a new direction, resulting in important changes. Even though rapid growth is
over, polymer additives still present an “above-average” growth potential, despite
intensified global competition. Investments in this field are shifting from new
products to process development. Only a few new products are being introduced,
and they are generally more of an evolutionary than a revolutionary character.
The major factor in this field is that the use of additives can provide a cheap
and effective solution for new material development by overcoming drawbacks.
Although the rate of increase of the number of additives is slow, the number of
possible formulations of existing materials is enormous, which thus can lead to
new material discovery.

Other possible driving force for additive development is problems or draw-
backs with existing additives and the need to find a complementary use for a side
product or expand the applicability of a product. Decreased volatility, enhanced
heat stability, and rising environmental considerations during processing and use
are the other targets of new product formulations. These combined efforts will
result in providing many new products. Only large producers can afford to invest
in research and development associated with the testing and processing of new
additives.

The competition between materials will considerably affect the additives indus-
try. For example, if metallocene polyolefins displace the PVC market, then the
demand for heat stabilizers and plasticizers might decrease, while the need for
products such as fluoropolymer processing aids, antiblocks, and slip additives
might increase. At present, PVC as the main user of additives is under threat as
never before. However, “green” PVC, containing more environmentally friendly
flame retardants (FRs) and plasticizers as well as non-heavy-metal stabilizers, is
now becoming acceptable. Thus it is clear that the additives industry exists in an
atmosphere of rapid change, competitive pressures, and continuous developments
in technology.

The various opportunities and threats associated with technical factors regard-
ing additives can be summarized as follows [38]:

Technical opportunities
• Better dosage of traditional grades (pellets vs powder)
• One-pack systems
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• Better specifications
• Reduction in concentration variability
• New product developments
• Additives with new functions (e.g., UVAs as FRs or FRs as thermal

stabilizers)
• Additives operating at an earlier stage during polymer degradation
• Multifunctional formulations
• Increased interaction between the additive and polymer
• Functionalization of polymer backbone (anchoring)
• Polymeric additives, polymer-bound (grafted) additives
• Environmentally friendly additives
• Plastic waste management
• Nanocomposites (for polar thermoplastics)
• Reactive additives
• Intelligent additives (go where action is needed)
• Surface HALS (hindered amine light stabilizer)
• Avoidance of antagonism between additives
• Patent expirations
• Lower analytical costs.

Technical threats
• Pressure on brominated FRs (Europe)
• Miniaturization
• New polymer developments
• e-Beam processing.

Recently, a significant development has occurred involving the addition of
fragrance to masterbatch technology. Fragrance encapsulated in a polyurethane
microcapsule system can be applied to a fabric by standard textile finishing pro-
cesses. Target markets for these formulations include automotive interiors and
packaging for health and beauty aids and cosmetics. Hyperbranched polymers,
as multifunctional nanocarriers, may be used for performing boosting applica-
tions in paper-coating formulations and textile dyes [39, 40]. In the scientific
concepts of new materials, the role of additives is high (e.g., in thermoplastic
elastomers).

The trend of introducing new classes of additives continues toward making
use of synthetic or vegetable-oil-based additive materials rather than animal-fat-
derived additives, because of the factors related to environmental concerns. There
is a rising trend in additives technology to develop combinations particularly
designed for a specific application, in order to solve narrow focused problems.
Additives for plastics are being used more widely. There are greater selections
among existing alternatives, and also there are more ways to extend the func-
tionalities of additives beyond their traditional uses. Additives are increasingly
expected to expand their applicability; for example, they should not only provide
a protective barrier for the packaged product but must also be involved in the
total design of both the package and its contents [38].
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As described previously, it is not reasonable to expect that new polymer inno-
vations can easily avoid the use of additives. In this respect, e-beam processing of
plastics constitutes an alternative to chemical additives, but studies indicate that
this approach is very limited in scope [41].

The current status of various classes of additives can be summarized as follows
[38]:

Impact Modifiers
• Products. Acrylic, EPDM/EPR (EPDM, ethylene propylene

diene monomer rubber and EPR, ethylene-propylene rubber),
MBS/ABS/MABS (MBS, methacrylate/butadiene/styrene and ABS,
acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene)

• Driving forces. Growth in PVC consumption (construction applica-
tions)

• Threats. Negative sentiments of PVC.
Organic peroxides

• Products. Wide variety
• Driving forces. Growth of resin production (PE, PVC, thermosets)
• Threats. New technology (metallocenes) displacing (reducing) needs.

Plasticizers
• Products. Mainly phthalates and trimellitates
• Driving forces. Growth in PVC consumption
• Threats. Inter-polymer competition (PVC replacement).

Antioxidants (AOs)
• Products. Phenolic primary AOs, organophosphite secondary AOs
• Driving forces. Global production of polyolefins
• Threats. None.

Light stabilizers
• Products. Hindered amine technology, benzotriazoles, benzophe-

nones
• Driving forces. Consumer demand; most resin systems
• Threats. Reducing volume, surface coating, higher performing resins.

Heat stabilizers
• Products. Organotin, mixed metal, lead-based
• Driving forces. Growth in PVC consumption (construction applica-

tions)
• Threats. PVC’s image.

Flame retardants
• Products. Brominated and phosphorous-based products, specialty

inorganics
• Driving forces. Demands for safer end use
• Threats. Governmental regulations; shift to alternative chemistries or

resins.

Let us now take a look at the advances in various classes of recycling additives.
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2.2.3.1
Advances in Stabilizers

Advance in stabilizer technology has been quite significant in recent decades.
New innovations aims at improvements and modifications such as better main-
tenance of melt-flow rates, lower initial color and better color maintenance,
higher performance at the processing temperature, enhanced long-term ther-
mal and light stability, inhibition of gas fade discoloration, enhanced additive
compatibility, resistance to interactions with other additives, reduced taste and
odor, suppression of visual imperfections (gels), more product forms, and better
price/performance ratio [42].

Most of the development in the additive field in the last 20 years came from the
evolution of the so-called secondary structure of additives, that is, development of
stabilizers with higherMW (molecular weight), better compatibility, lower volatil-
ity, and so on, that is, all the properties directly connected with the physical aspects
of polymer stabilization [38].

2.2.3.2
Advances in Flame Retardants (FRs)

Flame retardance is another active field of polymer product innovation. Some
150–200 FRs cover most of the requirements of the market (1997 value: US$ 2.2
billion or 14% of the plastics additives market). The markets for FRs are growing
relative to average industrial markets, with mineral FRs growing twice as fast as
other FRs. Because the wide range of applications, the types of FRs are also large;
end-product specifications are the major driving force behind these innovations.
The requirements of fiber manufacturers are particularly demanding [43], now
being met by Reoflam® FG-372 (FMC). Other industry drivers here are the grad-
ual phasing out of brominated materials and increased demand for halogen-free
systems. In addition, stricter fire regulations require systems that offer slower heat
release rate in fires, along with decreased smoke generation, and low FR additive
toxicity, smoke toxicity, and corrosion. In some countries, brominated materials
are still being widely used in TV manufacturing. Literature shows that new bromi-
nated FRs continue to be introduced, for example, tris(tribromophenyl)cyanurate
(FR-245) for styrene copolymers and tris(tribromoneopentyl)phosphate (Dead
Sea Bromine) aimed at use with PP, and the brominated polystyrene Saytex
HP-7010 (Albemarle) for PBT, PET, and PAs [44].

The threatened ban on halogen FRs has not been effected in North America.
Still, non-halogens are making inroads into selected areas [45]. In Europe,
non-halogen FRs are thriving, and halogen-based additives are under increasing
restrictions because of environmental perceptions, corrosiveness, and toxicity
of the smoke produced. The technological challenge is to achieve acceptable fire
retardance with non-halogen materials without negatively affecting the mechan-
ical and physical properties of the compound. Studies indicate that the search for
non-halogen FRs has been successful in several polymer systems, for example,
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Clariant’s APP-based Exolit AP and Bayer’s DMPP-based Levagard VP SP 51009
FRs. The serendipitously discovered novel non-heavy-metal, non-halogenated FR
synergists are based on N-alkoxyamine (NOR) chemistry [46, 47].

Other recently reported systems are the non-halogen phosphorous FR FP-500
(Amfine) for PC/ABS (polycarbonate/acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene) and PPO
blends, the reactive phosphite Struktol PD3710 (Schill and Seilacher) for epoxies
[48], and non-halogen, non-phosphorous FRs for the cable industry. Mechanistic
studies on polymer combustion and fire retardance are necessary to develop new
nontoxic and environmentally friendly FRs (e.g., intumescent systems) with high
effectiveness. On the other hand, high-throughput approaches have been pro-
posed [49]. Halogenated material formulations, usually in combination with anti-
mony oxide, work by quenching radical reactions in the gaseous phase. Hydrated
fillers, like Al(OH)3 and Mg(OH)2, function by simply releasing water to the sys-
tem on heating. Intumescent FR systems (usually phosphate-based), which are
particularly suited to olefinic polymers, function by creating an expanded char
layer on the surface of the polymeric material exposed to heat, thereby retarding
the flame. Examples of these classes include halogen-free FR additives based on
phosphorous, which function by developing a protective char.

Recently there have been new developments in the class of FR additives that
create environmentally safe fire-proofing agents, which are focused on (in)organic
Si compounds, nanocomposites, borates, hydroxides, and melamine derivatives.
Development of FRs is moving toward synergistic systems in which several means
of retardance are used, for example, combinations of phosphorous with halogens.
There are one-pack FR systems, which are now available on the additives market
(e.g., Fyrebloc, GLCC). Also in this field, inter-additive competition (e.g., between
phosphorous, nitrogen, silicon, and metal oxide/hydroxide FR systems) is both an
opportunity and a threat to the FR additive classes.

2.2.3.3
Advances in Plasticizers

For additives functioning as plasticizers, migration is a main point of focus, with
the result that certain phthalate types have been gradually phased out and replaced
by high-MW polymeric types, such as ethylene copolymers. Mesamoll (Bayer) is a
phthalate-free plasticizer. PVC is being reformulated from DOP, Pb, and Sb2O3 to
no DOP, no Pb, ATH/MDH, and low Sb2O3 [50]. Although the literature indicates
the evaluation of novel materials as external plasticizers for PVC, only few of these
are likely to be commercialized. The major drawbacks of these are the costs of the
obligatory tests for HSE effects, which now constitute a major development cost.

2.2.3.4
Advances in Coloring Agents

Coloring agents are a class of additives that go through great advancements in
their functionalities. Studies indicate that replacement of heavy-metal-based
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pigments is really possible via organic pigments for the coloration of polyolefins
[51]. Some recent advancements are based on high-dispersibility quinacridone,
diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP), anthraquinone, isoindolinone, benzimidazolone,
and so on, and liquid color concentrates. Recently introduced new pigments
are Ciba Irgacolor Yellow 2 GTF and Ciba Cromophtal Yellow 3 RLR. Typical
inorganic powder pigments are, for example, bismuth vanadate, Cr/Sb/Ti oxide,
Mn/Sb/Ti oxide, Cr/Fe/Zn oxide, Co/Al oxide, and others [38].

2.2.3.5
Advances in Fillers

In the design of fillers, the control of particle size and particle-size distribution
(from micro to meso and nano dimension) are the key factors that are increasingly
exploited for the preparation of novel polymer composites. The driving force for
this approach includes increase in interface area, and hence the volume fraction of
the polymer–filler interfacial zone, and better homogeneity of the particle distri-
bution. Other advancements consist of in situ generation of filler particles by the
hydrolysis of inorganic/organic hybrid precursors [52, 53], surface modification,
encapsulation, multifunctional fillers, and improved compounding technology.
Current novel material classes of research interest include engineered mineral
fibers, graphite nanotubes/nanoplatelets/nanofibers, and conductive fillers.

2.2.3.6
Advances in Other Additive Classes

Technological advances are also being reported for other additive materials. These
are concerned with peroxide initiators for unsaturated polyesters [54]. Also, chlo-
rinated fluorocarbons have been virtually removed from mold release agents and
rigid polyurethane insulation foams. Fluoropolymer-based processing aids (such
as vinylidene/hexafluoropropylene copolymer with/without PE oxide) have been
introduced [55]. Some recent developments also include a permanent (nonmi-
gratory) antistatic agent (Irgastat P22) and very efficient antifog additives (Atmer
651, Atmer 691) [38]. Polymeric antistatic agents and their utilization have been
reviewed recently [56]. Other additives are also undergoing significant develop-
ment. Millad 3988 (Milliken Chemical) is a new nucleating and clarifying agent
for PP. Recently, new and very effective biocides (e.g., Irgosan PA) were also intro-
duced. New dispersion aids for pigment concentrates (Ceridust waxes, Clariant)
have been commercialized [57].

The use of co-polymeric system is essentially a new concept that is free from
low-MW additive materials. However, a random copolymer, which includes addi-
tive functions in the chain of their polymeric system, usually results in a relatively
costly solution; yet industrial examples have been reported (Borealis, Union Car-
bide) [38]. Locking an FR functionality into the polymer backbone will result in
preventing migration. Organophosphorus functionalities have been incorporated
in PA backbones to modify their thermal behavior [58].
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2.2.3.7
Multifunctional Additives

Multifunctional additives have been introduced recently and have attained signifi-
cant interest, like Nylostab S-EED (melt, light, and long-term heat stabilizer, fiber
dyeability), which is used in PA fiber manufacture, and Lowinox MD 24 (metal
deactivator and antioxidant). Liu et al. [59] have reported a series of bifunctional
stabilizers (UV-HALS, UV-AO, and HALS-AO) containing ortho-hydroxy ben-
zophenone, hindered amine, or hindered phenol groups, which are effective in
protecting PP against photoxidation and thermal oxidation. Hindered amine ther-
mal stabilizers (HATSs), such as Hostavin N-30, are other examples of additives
with multifunctional properties which function as both as antioxidants and UV
stabilizers. Various other polyfunctional stabilizers for polymers have been men-
tioned in the literature [60, 61].

Multifunctional additives in plastic recycling have been reviewed [62]. The dif-
ferent functionalities can be listed as follows:

Flame retardant–smoke suppressor
Flame retardant–plasticizer
Flame retardant–lubricant
Flame retardant–thermal stabilizer
Flame retardant–thermal stabilizer–light stabilizer
Plasticizer–thermal stabilizer
UV absorber–thermal stabilizer
UV absorber–antioxidant
UV stabilizer–antioxidant–processing aid
UV stabilizer–flame retardant–smoke suppressor
Antioxidant–thermal stabilizer
Antioxidant–thermal stabilizer–thickening agent
Antioxidant–plasticizer
Melt stabilizer–light stabilizer
Nucleating agent–optical whitener
Slip agent–antiblocking agent
Pigment–filler
Filler–nucleating agent
Metal deactivator–antioxidant flame retardant
Antiplasticizer–processing aid
Compatibilizer–carrier resin.

2.2.4
Conclusion

As this is an era of rapidly changing social attitudes toward the sustainability of
the environment and natural resources and also a time period of health and safety
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concerns, there is an increased demand for “safer” plastics and “more friendly”
additives in ecological and environmental aspects. Polymer recycling itself is an
innovation, which is a result of environmental concern and health factors. The
characteristics of additive materials used in polymer recycling processes must
have to satisfy these features of hygienic and eco-toxicological concerns to avoid
risk factors. The analysis of additives is thus an important field that helps to assess
the nature of additive materials in polymeric systems and thus to monitor the
impact of additives in the environment. Processing of additives mainly aims at the
application potential of polymer–additive formulations, which includes the per-
formance of polymer materials incorporated with additives. Thus the innovations
and developments in the field of eco-friendly additives in twenty-first century
helps in balancing the environmental interactions of the polymeric system with
enhancements in the performance of the system, thereby fulfilling the ultimate
target of polymer recycling.
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18.1  Introduction

Tooth decay, also known as dental caries, is the final 
 outcome of many factors such as acidogenic bacteria, 
saliva, and fermentable carbohydrates. It is the leading 
cause of oral pain and tooth loss [1]. Among the common 
restorative materials for dental caries, resin composites 
possess advantageous esthetics, acceptable biocompatibil-
ity, and convenient clinical manipulation. Hence, they 
have been extensively studied and used [2]. However, 
composite restorations also have their limitations. Recent 
reports have shown that secondary caries and bulk 
 fracture were the main causes for the failure of  composite 
restorations [3, 4]. As dentistry and materials science 
advance, researchers have gained a deeper under-
standing of the composition and structure of natural 
teeth, and they have attempted to solve these problems 
mentioned above using a biomimetic approach. 
Hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, HA) with a Ca/P ratio 
of 1.67 is the main component of dental hard  tissues [5]. 
Scientists have tried to use HA as a reinforcing filler to 
develop biomimetic dental resin composites with high 
biocompatibility and bioactivity. Considering that the 
excellent performance of natural dental hard tissues 
largely depends not only on the high content of HA, but 
also on the unique hierarchical microstructure, other 
researchers have focused on the search for novel biomi-
metic materials, or methods to construct enamel‐like 
microstructure. In this chapter, we review the progress of 
HA‐filled dental resin composites and the biomimetic 
construction of tooth enamel.

18.2  Tooth Structure

The human tooth consists of four distinct structures: 
enamel, dentin, pulp, and cementum [6] (Figure 18.1). 
Enamel is the outermost part of tooth that envelops 
the crown. It consists of approximately 96% HA, 3% 
water, and 1% organic material by weight [7]. Natural 
enamel has extraordinary mechanical and anti‐abrasive 
properties, and it has been proven that these proper-
ties are largely determined by its unique hierarchical 
microstructure [8]. The typical structural units of 
enamel are prisms, which are the bundles of aligned 
nanorod‐like hydroxyapatite crystals (Figure  18.2). 
The interfacial regions between prisms are termed 
interprisms. The main difference between the prisms 
and the interprisms is the crystal orientation. Crystals 
in the prisms tend to align, whereas the minerals in 
the interprisms are less ordered [9–11]. Dentin, the 
main body of the human tooth, is located below the 
enamel, consisting of approximately 70% HA, 20% 
organic material, and 10% water by weight [12]. It 
plays a supporting role, and absorbs stresses from the 
enamel, preventing its fracture [6]. The mechanical 
properties of dentin are related to the microstructure 
and composition of peritubular and intertubular 
 dentin [13, 14]. Pulp is the innermost section that is 
covered by the dentin, containing tooth innervation 
and vascularization [13, 15]. Finally, cementum is also 
a mineralized hard tissue, which serves to join the 
root  of the tooth to the alveolar bone through the 
 periodontal ligament [16].
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18.3  The Formation Mechanism 
of Dental Caries

Dental caries can be subdivided into many categories 
according to different principles and criteria, but the 
basic formation mechanism is the same for all types [19]. 
The caries process begins on the tooth surface, covered 
by a biofilm (dental plaque) where the bacteria can fer-
ment dietary carbohydrates and produce organic acids 
[1]. The acids diffuse through the biofilm into exposed 
dental hard tissues, and then dissociate to generate 
hydrogen cations. These protons can dissolve the miner-
als, and cause a loss of minerals from the hard tissue by 
freeing calcium and phosphate ions into the saliva [20]. 
The process mentioned above is known as demineraliza-
tion. The opposite process is termed remineralization, a 
redeposition process where calcium and phosphate ions 
are deposited back onto the tooth from saliva. The dis-
solution and redeposition of HA crystals are associated 

with the value of pH and the concentration of calcium 
and phosphate ions in saliva, which could be simply 
described by Eq. 18.1 [7]. When the demineralization 
continues and can no longer be reversed by reminerali-
zation, a dental cavity eventually forms.

Ca PO OH H
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4
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(18.1)

18.4  HA‐filled Biomimetic Resin 
Composites

An ideal artificial replacement for tooth tissues would 
be a material with similar physico‐chemical and 
mechanical characteristics to those of the natural 
 substance. From this perspective, synthesized HA is a 
better choice as a filler to construct dental restorative 
resin composites, since it is similar in nature to HA in 
enamel and dentin. Researchers have thus been  trying 
to fabricate HA‐filled biomimetic resin composites 
with superior mechanical characters. These HA‐filled 
bioactive resin composites show promising results for 
self‐healing through HA‐induced remineralization on 
the surface of restorative resin composites. Herein, 
we introduce recent progress in HA‐filled dental restora-
tive resin composites.

18.4.1 Particulate HA as Filler in Dental 
Restorative Resin Composites

Particulate HA has been studied in dental restorative 
resin composites. Based on the knowledge of tooth com-
position, Labella et  al. [21] prepared novel HA‐filled 
dental resin composites in 1994. They proved that 
silanized HA significantly improved flexural strength, 
diametral tensile strength, and Vickers hardness of Bis‐
GMA or UDMA‐based dental composites, when com-
pared with untreated HA, showing great potential to 
design biomimetic biomaterials for treating caries.

Santos’ investigation [22, 23] showed that flexural 
modulus of particulate HA‐filled resin composites were 
significantly improved through increasing HA loading, 
but the mechanical properties were not significantly 
affected by the surface treatment on HA. The increase 
of HA loading and silanization contributed to decreas-
ing water absorption and equilibrium uptake. The 
aggregation and porosity of the HA filler would have 
adverse effects on water absorption as shown in 
Figure 18.3. In addition, a dense and continuous calcium 
phosphate layer was formed on the surface of the 
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Figure 18.1 The structure diagram of human tooth [17].

6 μm 5000X

Figure 18.2 SEM micrograph of a demineralized enamel 
specimen indicates that the prisms and interprisms are comprised 
of nanorod‐like apatites [18].
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 composite incorporating silanized HA after 4 weeks 
immersion in simulated body fluid (SBF), which showed 
good in vitro bioactivity and potential self‐healing char-
acteristics (Figure 18.4). The remineralization of dental 
resin composites not only would improve marginal 
adaptation of teeth restorations, but also would delay 
bacterial accumulation and penetration, halting a poten-
tially recurring caries‐active process [24].

Arcıś et al. [25] studied the effect of microscopic and 
nanoscopic HA particles on the mechanical properties of 
resin composites. The strength, modulus, and hardness 
were favored when microscopic HA was used as rein-
forcing filler. It was indicated that more work would be 
needed to further improve the dispersion of nanoscopic 
HA particles and the interaction between particles 
and the matrix. Similar work was carried out by 
Domingo et al. [26, 27]. The composites using only HA 

nanoparticles were unsuitable for clinical use due to 
their extremely high solubility in water and poor 
mechanical properties as shown in Table 18.1. However, 
HA nanoparticles would be expected to fill the voids left 
by the packing of the HA microparticles, increasing the 
filler loading, and thus the mechanical properties. The 
author also pointed out that the higher refractive index 
of the HA filler was the main disadvantage for photo‐
initiated polymer, leading to more light scattering. The 
optical, physical, and mechanical properties could be 
further improved by changing the crystal size and shape 
characteristics of the inorganic filler, and the composi-
tions of organic matrix.

This early work investigated the viability of particulate 
HA fillers as biomimetic dental fillers. In general, dental 
resin composites with HA particles showed mechanical 
properties inferior to conventional dental resin composites, 

10 μm 10 μm

Figure 18.3 SEM micrograph of the cross‐section of the dental resin composites incorporating unsilanized HA (left) and 
silanized HA (right) [22].

SEI

Figure 18.4 SEM images of the surface (left) and secondary electron image of the cross‐section (right) of the composites with silanized 
HA after soaking in SBF for 4 weeks [23].
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severely limiting their development and advancement for 
clinical applications.

18.4.2 Novel Shapes of HA as Fillers 
in Dental Restorative Resin Composites

Recently, novel shapes of HA have been developed and 
utilized, with the aim of enhancing mechanical proper-
ties and improving the bioactivity and biocompatibility 
of dental composites. HA whiskers are typical inorganic 
whiskers with small diameter and very high strength 
and modulus due to their perfect crystalline structure. 
HA nanofibers have a larger aspect ratio than HA 
whiskers. Compared to particulate HA, HA whiskers 
and nanofibers have superior reinforcing and toughen-
ing effects, and would be very useful to enhance dental 
resin composites.

Zhang et  al. [28] evaluated failure modes under 
Hertzian indentation, and the behavior in water of Bis‐
GMA‐based resin composites with HA whisker, or 
 nanoscopic HA powder. As the filler loading increased, 
the decrease of failure load for whisker was smaller than 
that of the HA particle. For whisker‐filled composites, 
crack propagation was inhibited through whisker’s usual 
toughening mechanisms, indicating more energy was 

absorbed during failure. HA nanoparticles tended to 
aggregate in the composite, leaving voids inside and 
around the aggregates, which further facilitated water 
infiltration. Comparatively, HA whisker‐filled materials 
had lower water‐uptake and solubility than HA nanopar-
ticle‐filled materials.

Zhang et  al. [29, 30] also investigated the effect of 
silanization and filler loading of HA whiskers and HA 
nanoparticles on the mechanical properties of Bis‐
GMA‐based dental resin composites. The reinforcing 
effect was significantly influenced by filler morphology. 
HA whiskers showed typical toughening mechanisms, 
such as crack deflection, crack bridging, pinning, and 
whisker pullout, and provided better mechanical prop-
erties in composites compared with HA nanoparticles. 
However, the silanization did not have an obvious effect 
on the strength or modulus of the resin composites. 
The  bioactivity and biocompatibility of the HA whisk-
ers and HA nanoparticle‐filled dental resin composites 
were also studied. The morphology did not cause sig-
nificant variations in the proliferation and viability of 
L929 cells, or the apatite‐forming ability of the compos-
ites in SBF [31]. Such HA whisker‐filled resin compos-
ites may be promising for load‐bearing bioactive 
restorations.

Table 18.1 Evaluation of dental resin composites with microscopic and nanoscopic HA particles [26].

Mat. HA wt % Coupling Agent
Young’s modulus
E (GPa)

Flexural
strength
σ (MPa)

Vickers
hardness
No.

Surface roughness

Elution‐
in‐water
(wt %)

Water‐
uptake
(wt %)

Before
Ra (µm)

After
Ra (µm)

Series 1: Bis‐GMA:TEGDMA(60:40 wt %)
A Nano. 50 Sodium citrate 3.9 (0.8)* 26 (6) 38 (6) 3.9 (1.4) 1.7 (0.9) 5.2 (2.1) 7.4 (1.6)
B Micro. 60 — 4.5 (0.6) 38 (6) 34 (9) 1.5 (0.8) 0.9 (0.5) 1.4 (0.8) 2.1 (1.0)
C Micro. 60 Hydrosuccinic a. 5.2 (0.8) 25 (3) 55 (10) 1.6 (1.0) 1.5 (0.8) ﹥10 6.3 (2.1)
D Micro. 60 Citric a. 5.9 (0.7) 48 (4) 56 (10) 1.0 (0.6) 0.7 (0.4) 0.7 (0.1) 0.9 (1.1)
E Micro. 60 Acrylic a. 7.3 (1.1) 67 (7) 48 (6) 1.0 (0.5) 0.8 (0.4) 0.3 (0.1) 2.8 (1.5)
F Micro. 60 Methacrylic a. 5.9 (0.6) 46 (8) 53 (6) 1.8 (0.8) 0.7 (0.3) 0.5 (0.4) 0.9 (0.6)

Series 2: Bis‐GMA:HEMA (60:40 wt %)
A′ Nano. 50 Sodium citrate 2.8 (0.5) 17 (3) 41 (6) 2.0 (0.9) 1.2 (0.4) ﹥10 ﹥10
B′ Micro. 60 — 4.3 (0.5) 40 (3) 43 (7) 0.7 (0.5) 1.3 (0.7) 2.1 (0.6) 3.1 (1.2)
C′ Micro. 60 Hydrosuccinic a. 3.9 (0.2) 24 (2) 41 (5) 1.1 (0.5) 6.3 (3.1) ﹥10 7.2 (1.3)
D′ Micro. 60 Citric a. 6.9 (1.2) 52 (7) 39 (8) 0.9 (0.5) 2.4 (0.8) 2.5 (1.1) 2.5 (1.0)
E′ Micro. 60 Acrylic a. 6.2 (0.8) 56 (9) 46 (7) 0.7 (0.4) 3.9 (1.6) 1.7 (1.2) 5.0 (0.3)
F′ Micro. 60 Methacrylic a. 6.2 (1.0) 52 (8) 49 (12) 0.7 (0.2) 0.9 (0.5) 0.6 (0.2) 1.1 (0.7)

Herculite XRVMR: Bis‐GMA‐based composite
Filler: 0.6 µm parts., 59% volume 7.9 (1.0) 80 (17) 87 (16) 1.1 (0.6) 1.5 (0.5) 1.6 (0.7) 0.3 (0.1)

Note: *mean value (standard deviations), a. = acid.
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Chen et al. [32] studied the effect of HA nanofibers 
on the mechanical properties of resin composites with 
or without microscopic silica. When the resin compos-
ites contained 3 wt% HA nanofibers with 57% micro-
scopic silica or only 10 wt% HA nanofibers, the flexural 
strength was significantly increased (over 120 MPa). 
However, HA nanofibers tended to form bundles when 
increased to an higher filler loading, leading to more 
mechanical defects, and a decline in strength. A good 
dispersion of HA nanofibers, and good HA‐matrix 
interfacial properties were critical to exert the reinforc-
ing effect. The HA nanofibers, which have similar 
chemical composition to tooth minerals, might be a 
potential biomimetic filler for dental composites, but 
more investigations are needed on their mechanical 
properties in simulated oral environment, volume 
shrinkage, water sorption, biocompatibility, and 
bioactivity.

In order to improve HA whisker‐matrix interfacial 
properties, Liu et al. [33] synthesized poly(Bis‐GMA)‐
grafted silanized hydroxyapatite whiskers (PGSHW), 
and investigated the effects of graft polymerization and 
graft ratio of PGSHW on the physical and mechanical 
properties of these Bis‐GMA‐based dental resin com-
posites. It was shown that small amounts of poly(Bis‐
GMA) grafted onto HW effectively enhanced the 
HW‐matrix interfacial compatibility and bonding, and 
improved the dispersion of HW in the resin matrix. 
These in turn increased the mechanical strength and 
decreased the volume shrinkage and water sorption 
without affecting in vitro bioactivity. Further, Liu et al. 
[34] used hybrid fillers of PGSHW (surface graft polym-
erization on HW for 1 h) and nanoscopic silica to solve 
the remaining problems of resin composites with only 
PGSHW as a filler, such as lower packing density, higher 
refractive index of HA, and the resulting lower mono-
mer conversion and mechanical properties. Multimodal 
hybrid fillers, which combined the advantages of both 
PGSHW and nanoscopic silica, enhanced the interfa-
cial properties, and increased the filler packing density. 
PGSHW/silica (mass ratio 2:4) hybrid fillers dramati-
cally improved the flexural strength, flexural modulus, 
and compressive strength of the resin composite, which 
were 39.1%, 61.1%, and 50.1% higher than those of the 
resin composite with only PGSHW as a filler, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, the water absorption of the resulting 
composites was effectively decreased. Compared to 
resin composites containing only silica filler, resin com-
posites containing PGSHW had superior apatite‐form-
ing ability in SBF as shown in Figure 18.5. These new 
PGSHW/silica‐filled resin composites possessed good 
mechanical properties, and desirable bioactivity, a 
combination not available in current HA‐filled dental 
resin composites. They may be promising in reducing 

the occurrence of both restoration fracture and second-
ary caries.

Liu et al. [35] fabricated novel urchin‐like hydroxyapa-
tite (UHA)‐filled dental resin composites, and investi-
gated the reinforcing effect of UHA on the mechanical 
properties of the resin composites. UHA has a radical 
structure, combining advantages of both whiskers and 
spheres (Figure 18.6): it could be well wetted by mono-
mers, leading to a better dispersion in the matrix com-
pared with HA whiskers and HA nanoparticles. The 
unique claw‐like structure was embedded in the resin 
matrix, increasing the UHA‐matrix interfacial contact 
area and forming a stronger combination. The silanized 
UHA substantially improved the mechanical properties 
of the dental resin, and the higher UHA loading (30 wt%) 
continuously improved the flexural modulus and 
 microhardness without compromising the flexural 
strength. Besides, impregnation of silanized UHA into 
dental composites (with silica nanoparticles), the flexural 
strength, flexural modulus, and compressive strength 
were further increased by 50.3%, 40.0%, and 13.1%, 
respectively, in comparison with the composite filled with 
silica nanoparticles alone.

Overall, these HA fillers with novel morphologies effi-
ciently reinforced the dental resin composite and may be 
potential candidates as fillers for constructing biomi-
metic dental resin composites, as opposed to  particulate 
HA. The obtained resin composites possessed signifi-
cantly enhanced mechanical properties (flexural strength 
120–150 MPa, flexural modulus 7–10 GPa, compressive 
strength 300–400 MPa) and desirable in vitro bioactivity. 
These HA‐filled dental resin composites are very promising 
as strong and bioactive restoration materials for curing 
caries.

18.4.3 Challenges and Future Developments

Though HA‐filled resin composites have been studied 
for many years, some problems still remain. HA nano-
particles tend to aggregate, and the HA‐matrix interfa-
cial interaction and bonding were poor, causing 
unfavorable influence on physical and mechanical prop-
erties. The higher refractive index of HA is another dis-
advantage for photo‐initiated dental resin composites 
due to the light scattering, leading to a lower photopoly-
merization efficiency, and a decreased monomer conver-
sion. To resolve these problems, possible approaches 
would be surface modification on the HA filler, hybrid 
filling techniques, and more effective  mixing methods. 
To date, most of the work concerning dental resin com-
posites containing HA fillers has focused on the basic 
mechanical properties, stability (water sorption and sol-
ubility) in water, and in vitro  bioactivity. More work is 
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needed to systematically evaluate the performance and 
viability of HA‐filled bioactive dental resin composites, 
such as polymerization shrinkage, shrinkage stress anal-
ysis, the remineralization mechanism and its self‐healing 
effect, physical and mechanical properties under simu-
lated oral environment, and in vivo bioactivity and 
biocompatibility.

18.5  Biomimetic Synthesis 
of Enamel Microstructure

As the outermost layer of the tooth, the demineralization 
of the enamel is facilitated under the acidic conditions 
caused by bacterial metabolism and food residue, and its 
regeneration is extremely difficult once the damage has 
been done [36]. Current restorative materials for enamel 
defects cannot recreate the hierarchical microstructure 
of the enamel, but previous studies have shown that the 
typical prism structure of enamel contributed greatly to 

its mechanical properties. Hence, increasing attention 
has been paid recently to the biomimetic construction of 
enamel‐like microstructures. Some natural or synthetic 
substances such as amelogenins, peptides, biopolymer 
gels, dendrimers, and surfactants/chelators can induce 
the biomimetic mineralization of HA, which are summa-
rized in this section.

18.5.1 Amelogenins‐containing Systems

Amelogenins make up more than 90% of the extracellu-
lar enamel matrix with molecular masses typically in the 
range of 20–25 kDa [37]. The sequence of amelogenins 
comprises three prominent amino acid domains: (1) a 
hydrophobic N‐terminal domain rich in tyrosine; (2) a 
hydrophobic central region rich in proline; and (3) a 
hydrophilic C‐terminal domain with negatively charged 
acidic residues [6, 38, 39]. Amelogenins can self‐assem-
ble to form nanosphere aggregates due to their charac-
teristic structure: an overall hydrophobic character, but 
a strikingly hydrophilic C‐terminal domain [40]. 
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Figure 18.5 SEM images and EDS profiles of the surface of the resin composites with silanized silica (s‐SiO2), PGSHW/s‐SiO2 (2:4, 4:2), and 
PGSHW after soaking in SBF for 0, 1, and 30 days [34].
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They are considered to play a substantial role in control-
ling the orientation and elongation of enamel crystals in 
vivo [41, 42].The hypothetical functions of amelogenins 
involved in the formation of enamel mainly include: (1) 
the prevention of premature intercrystalline fusion; and 
(2) the control of crystal morphology and subsequent 
elongation [43, 44]. The early enamel crystals are only 
1–2 nm thick and have high surface energy, resulting in a 
tendency to interact with adjacent crystals [45]. To 
inhibit premature crystals fusion, the amelogenin nano-
spheres bind to the initial crystals and space them out 
without destroying the crystal growth [46].

Having a good understanding of the structure and 
function of amelogenins can help us to prepare biomate-
rials with an enamel‐like microstructure. Fan et al. [47] 
fabricated an enamel‐mimicking composite coating 
through an electrolytic deposition (ELD) technique. 
Parallel bundles of nanocrystals grown on a substrate 
surface were observed in the presence of recombinant 
full‐length amelogenin rP172, whereas only nano‐sized 
spherical aggregates were observed in the presence of 
truncated amelogenin rP148 lacking the hydrophilic C‐
terminal domain. In another modified biomimetic min-
eralization experiment, Fan et al. [48] confirmed that the 

concentration of rP172 also had an important effect on 
the mineral microstructure. Oriented bundles of needle‐
like fluoridated hydroxyapatite could be formed at a con-
centration of 33 µg/mL rP172 in the presence of 1 mg/L 
NaF, whereas no similar growth was observed at a con-
centration of below 33 µg/mL rP172. Compared with 
previous amelogenin‐containing systems, Ruan et  al. 
[49] created an amelogenin‐chitosan system to prepare 
an organized, enamel‐like mineralized layer anchored to 
natural enamel surface tightly (Figure 18.7). The intro-
duction of the chitosan hydrogel perhaps inhibited the 
occurrence of secondary caries because of its pH‐respon-
sive and antimicrobial properties. However, the hard-
nesses and elastic modulus of the reconstructed 
enamel‐like layer repaired by the amelogenin‐chitosan 
system were less than the half of those of healthy enamel, 
which need to be further improved for practical clinic 
applications.

18.5.2 Peptides‐containing Systems

The extraction and purification of amelogenin are rela-
tively difficult [50]. Short peptides could act as effective, low‐
cost alternative to proteins, which can be produced easily 

1 μm
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Figure 18.6 Representative SEM images of (A) UHA, (B) irregular particulate hydroxyapatite(IPHA), and (C) HW [35].
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by standard solid‐phase synthesis [51]. Over the past 
 decade, peptide amphiphiles (PAs) have attracted 
 extensive attention in many fields [52]. PAs are a class of 
molecules that combine a hydrophobic block, commonly 
an  alkyl chain, with a hydrophilic peptide segment 
(Figure 18.8). They have a similar structure to amphiphilic 
surfactants and can self‐assemble into a variety of 
 nanostructures. The driving forces contributing to the 
self‐assembly of PAs in water mainly include: hydrophobic 
interactions from alkyl tails, hydrogen bonding among the 
peptide segments, and electrostatic repulsions of the 
charged amino acids. The first two are attractive forces, 
which could promote the aggregation of PA molecules, 
whereas electrostatic repulsions tend to separate the PA 
molecules. These assemblies with specific size and 
 morphology are finally formed when the three forces 
reach a balance [51]. Hartgerink et al. [53] synthesized PA 

molecules which could self‐assemble into cylindrical 
micelles in an aqueous environment. The incorporation of 
the phosphoserine residue into the peptide region could 
make the self‐assembled micelles a highly phosphorylated 
surface, interacting strongly with calcium ions and leading 
to local supersaturation, followed by the oriented nuclea-
tion of the crystals. The mineralization experiments 
showed that the PA micelles could nucleate and grow 
hydroxyapatite on their surfaces, and the c axes of the HA 
crystals are in parallel with the long axes of the micelles.

Peptides can be designed to respond spontaneously to 
external stimuli such as pH, ionic strength, temperature, 
or light. This will be a significant property for practical 
applications, because these peptides could infiltrate the 
irregular cavities of the tooth in a monomeric fluid state, 
then could self‐assemble and solidify in the presence of 
chemical or physical stimuli [55]. Kirkham et  al. [56] 

(a) (b)

Figure 18.7 (a) Cross‐section SEM image of the repaired layer after remineralization in amelogenin–chitosan system for 3 days fused to 
the surface of the natural enamel. The white and black arrows indicate the crystallographic orientations of the crystals in the newly 
grown layer and natural enamel, respectively. The dotted line shows the boundary of the natural enamel and the newly grown layer. 
(b) HR‐TEM image of the interface between the enamel and regrown crystal, showing seamless growth of the repaired crystal on the 
enamel. The black arrows indicate the interface between regrown and enamel crystals. (Inset) FFT images corresponding to enamel and 
regrown crystals [49].
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developed a type of β‐sheet‐forming peptide, which 
could spontaneously form three‐dimensional biomi-
metic scaffolds at pH below 8.0 or in the presence of salt. 
These assembled peptides were capable of promoting 
enamel remineralization.

18.5.3 Biopolymer Gel Systems

Biopolymers such as gelatin and agarose in gel form 
have been widely used in the mineralization process due 
to their biocompatibility, biodegradability, and bioactiv-
ity [57]. Busch [58] used a glycerine‐enriched gelatin gel 
to form an enamel‐like fluoroapatite layer on human 
enamel slices. However, glycerine is not biocompatible 
enough to apply in the oral environment. The regenera-
tion of enamel prism‐like structure without the pres-
ence of glycerine was reported by Cao et al. [59] through 
an agarose hydrogel biomimetic mineralization model. 
The morphology of the precipitates on the etched 
enamel surface was characterized after the model was 

incubated for 2, 4, and 6 days, respectively. With the 
extension of incubation time, new rod‐like crystals on 
the enamel slice gradually became ordered and closely 
packed along the c axis. The amount of hydrogel matrix 
in the spaces between the rod‐like crystals also 
decreased. After 6 days of incubation, the adjacent crys-
tals fused together side by side to form the bundles of 
prism‐like structure due to the strong attraction between 
them and there was hardly any hydrogel matrix found 
(Figure 18.9). The c axes of the regenerated crystals were 
perpendicular to the underlying slice surface. The mean 
elastic modulus and mean nanohardness of the regener-
ated enamel after 6 days of incubation were 89 and 3 
GPa, respectively, which approximated the values of 90 
and 4 GPa of the untreated enamel. Recently, Wu et al. 
[60] used the agarose hydrogel mineralization system to 
precipitate hydroxyapatites onto demineralized dentin 
with the aid of electrophoresis. The hypothesized 
function of electrophoresis is to  promote the diffusion 
of calcium and phosphate ions into the interior of the 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 18.9 SEM images of the regenerated mineralized tissue after 2 days (a), 4 days (b), and 6 days (c, d) of incubation. The arrow 
indicates hydrogel matrix and the oval indicates the rudiment of the enamel prism‐like bundles [59].
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demineralized collagen matrix and then accelerate min-
eral deposition. A simultaneous regeneration of both 
enamel‐like and dentin‐like tissues was obtained in this 
experiment, which showed a promising application in 
the treatment of dentin defects.

18.5.4 Dendrimers‐containing Systems

Dendrimers, some of which were referred to as “artificial 
proteins,” possess monodispersity, well‐defined size, and 
easily modifiable surface groups. Their typical structure 
has many branches radiating from a central core 
[61]. As the first synthetic dendrimer, poly(amidoamine) 
(PAMAM) dendrimer was studied to prepare HA crys-
tals [62]. The size and morphology of HA could be con-
trolled by the PAMAM dendrimer with different surface 
groups. Zhou et  al. [63] synthesized HA under hydro-
thermal conditions, assisted with carboxylic terminated 
PAMAM (PAMAM‐COOH), and polyhydroxy termi-
nated PAMAM (PAMAM–C(CH2OH)3). The results 
revealed that the needle‐like HA was obtained in the 
absence of PAMAM, while the rod‐like HA was 
obtained in the presence of PAMAM. Their aspect 
ratios followed the order: control ﹥ PAMAM‐
COOH ﹥ PAMAM–C(CH2OH)3. The generations and 
concentrations of PAMAM dendrimer also affect the 
growth of crystals. Yan et al. [64] used a hydrothermal 
technique to synthesize the HA crystals with controlled 
size and shape, in the presence of an amido terminated 
PAMAM dendrimer with different generations and con-
centrations. With the increase of generations of the 
PAMAM dendrimer from G1.0 to G4.0, the particle sizes 
of HA decreased from 82 to 38 nm, and the shapes of HA 
also changed from rod‐like to ellipsoid‐like. The particle 
sizes of ellipsoid‐like HA were reduced from 55 to 25 nm 
when the concentration of G4.0 PAMAM dendrimer 
increased from 5.0 to 40 g/ L. In the oral environment 
with flowing fluids, the free dendrimer unanchored on 
the enamel surface could not induce the crystal growth 
of HA effectively. To increase the binding capability 
of  PAMAM dendrimer onto the substrate surface, Wu 
et  al. [65] designed an alendronate (ALN) conjugated 
PAMAM‐COOH dendrimer (ALN‐PAMAM‐COOH), 
of which the ALN moiety acted as an anchor for the den-
tal hard tissue and the ‐COOH moiety induced in situ 
remineralization of HA. Compared with PAMAM‐
COOH, ALN‐PAMAM‐COOH had a stronger binding 
strength to enamel surface without affecting the oriented 
growth of HA. On the basis of the above research, 
Chen et al. [62] further developed a phosphate‐terminated 
PAMAM dendrimer (PAMAM‐PO3H2) with a similar 
function to ALN‐PAMAM‐COOH to control the reminer-
alization of HA, the schematic demonstration is shown in 
Figure 18.10. Compared with ALN‐PAMAM‐COOH, the 

synthesis of PAMAM‐PO3H2 was relatively simple. The 
‐PO3H2 group not only provided strong HA‐binding 
strength, but also had a stronger affinity for calcium ions 
than the ‐COOH. A newly regenerated HA layer with 
prism‐like structure was finally formed under the regula-
tion of PAMAM‐PO3H2.

18.5.5 Surfactants/Chelators‐containing 
Systems

With respect to constructing the enamel prism‐like 
structure through the introduction of surfactants or che-
lators, Chen et  al. [66] synthesized HA nanorods and 
then modified them with surfactant docusate sodium 
salt which could allow the nanorods to self‐assemble at a 
water/air interface. A prism‐like structure was finally 
acquired with a length of 400 nm and a cross‐section of 
100 nm. However, the typical human enamel prism 
structure is approximately 5 µm in cross‐section and 1–2 
mm in length. To acquire the size and morphology simi-
lar to that of human enamel prism, Chen et  al. [67] 
designed a hydrothermal technology containing chelator 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid calcium disodium salt 
(EDTA‐Ca‐Na2) to directly grow the prism‐like fluorapa-
tite layers on metal plates. The prepared EDTA‐Ca‐Na2/ 
NaH2PO4 · H2O/NaF mixture with various substrates 
(iron, titanium, mica, glass,  silicon plates) was trans-
ferred into an autoclave and heated at 121 °C at a pres-
sure of approximately 2 atm for 10 h. The function of 
EDTA in the above formulation composition was to con-
trol the release of Ca2+, and influence the conversion and 
growth of crystals. The results showed that only the iron 
plate substrate could form the prism‐like structure (5–10 
µm in cross‐section) consisting of individual crystals 
(100–300 nm in cross‐section), which approximated 
the size of human enamel prisms. Chen et al. [68] fur-
ther developed a novel method  containing chelator N‐(2‐
hydroxyethyl)ethylene‐diamine‐N,N’,N’‐triacetic acid 
(HEDTA). Compared with the above method, the differ-
ences mainly included (1)  constructing the prism‐like 
structure under near‐physiological conditions (pH 6.0, 
37 °C, 1 atm), and (2) growing the fluoridated hydroxyapa-
tite directly on the natural enamel surface, not on the 
metal plates. The regenerated enamel layer had similar 
mechanical properties and microstructure to the natural 
one, and was still firmly bonded to the surface of enamel 
after ultrasonic treatment (40 kHz, 240 W) for 1 h 
(Figure 18.11).

18.5.6 Challenges and Future Developments

Much work regarding the biomineralization of HA has 
been carried out to acquire the enamel‐like micro-
structure. However, the current methods to develop 
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well‐organized prism patterns were usually complex 
and required long periods of time, which were not 
suitable for clinical applications. Much attention was 
paid to the enamel‐like morphology, but the system-
atic evaluation of performances, particularly the over-
all mechanical properties, was still insufficient. In 

addition, more experiments should be done in vivo. 
The future biomimetic materials for curing tooth 
defects should meet these clinical requirements as 
much as possible, allowing easy operation, fast resto-
ration, improved mechanical properties, and good 
biosafety.

Incubated in
arti�cial saliva B

C

HA remineralization

Acid-etched
tooth enamel

Regenerated HA

A

Adsorption

PAMAM-PO3H2

PAMAM-PO3H2 PO4
3– Ca2+

Acid-etched tooth enamel

enamel

dentine

dental pulp

Figure 18.10 Schematic demonstration of remineralization of HA induced by PAMAM‐PO3H2 [62].

R

E

(a) (b)10.0 μm 500.0 nm

Figure 18.11 SEM images of regenerated layer after ultrasonic treatment. (a) The regenerated layer is firmly bonded to the surface of 
natural enamel. E stands for enamel and R stands for regenerated layer. Scale bar: 10.0 µm. (b) The regenerated layer is composed of 
individual crystals. Scale bar: 500.0 nm [68].
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